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Zusammenfassung
Die Aufgabenstellung dieser Arbeit ist zweigeteilt. Zum einen wurde eine
lithographische Methode zur Herstellung von Nanotemplaten geordneter mag-
netischer Nanostrukturen auf großen Oberfla¨chen (gro¨ßer als 1x1 cm2) unter-
sucht. Zum anderen wurde eine strukturelle Analyse der erhaltenen Nanotem-
plate mittels Rasterkraftmikroskopie (AFM), Kleinwinkelstreuung unter streifen-
dem Einfall (GISAS) und Neutronenreflektometrie durchgefu¨hrt. Ein Vergleich
dieser Techniken, die Simulationen von GISAS Streubildern mit der Bornschen
Na¨herung mit gesto¨rten Wellen (DWBA) und eine Beschreibung instrumenteller
Verschmierungseffekte werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit detailliert behandelt.
Zur Herstellung der Nanotemplate wurden selbstorganisierte deuterierte
Polystyrol-Polybutadien (dPS-PB) Diblockcopolymere Du¨nnschichten verwen-
det. Mikrophasenseparierte Blo¨cke ko¨nnen, abha¨ngig von verschiedenen Pa-
rametern der Polymere, verschiedene Strukturtypen wie Lamellen, liegende
oder stehende Zylinder, Kugeln etc. bilden. Du¨nne Polymerschichten wurden
durch Spin-coating von Polymerlo¨sungen in Toluol verschiedener Konzentratio-
nen hergestellt. Wir erhielten Schichten mit verschiedenen Dicken zwischen 25
und 500 nm.
Eine Untersuchung der Du¨nnschichten mittels AFM und Streutechniken zeigt,
dass Oberfla¨chenspannungseffekte eine wichtige Rolle bei der Bildung von
Nanostrukturen an der Oberfla¨che und im Innern des Polymerfilms spielen. Neu-
tronenreflektivita¨tsmessungen der lamellaren Phase zeigen, dass die Schicht in
der Na¨he der Oberfla¨che eine komplexe gemittelte Struktur hat, die gemittelt
nicht als eine homogene Schicht mit einer durch eine Fehlerfunktion beschriebene
3Rauhigkeit aufgefaßt werden kann. Die Schicht mit aufrechten Lamellen wurde
auf einem Siliziumsubstrat mit einer natu¨rlichen Oxidschicht gebildet. Der
mittlere Abstand der Lamellen wurde mittels AFM und GISANS bestimmt. Die
Proben der zylindrischen Phase wurden mit AFM, GISAXS und GISANS un-
tersucht. Wir stellten du¨nne Polymerschichten verschiedener Dicken her: Zylin-
der des dPS Blocks, parallel zum Substrat liegend, bildeten immer Schichten mit
hexagonaler Packung in der PB Matrix, mit Ausnahme der Proben, deren Dicke
gleich oder unterhalb der Strukturperiode lag. Peaks zweiter Ordnung der hexag-
onalen Packung wurden nur fu¨r die 250 nm dicke Schicht gefunden. Diese Peaks
verschwinden bei weiterer Vergro¨ßerung der Schichtdicke. Ursache fu¨r diese
strukturellen Verzerrungen ko¨nnen Oberfla¨cheneffekte sein, wenn die Zylinder
nahe der Oberfla¨chenregion statt der idealen hexagonalen Packung zweidimen-
sionale orthorhombische Elementarzellen bilden. Zur Herstellung langreichweitig
geordneter Zylinder wurde die Graphoepitaxiemethode verwendet. Die Bestim-
mung der Struktur an der Oberfla¨che und im Innern dieser Schicht wurde mit-
tels AFM und GISANS durchgefu¨hrt. AFM und GISAXS Untersuchungen an
der Polymerschicht, die eine kugelfo¨rmige Phasenstruktur bildet, zeigen, dass PB
vorzugsweise sowohl die Luft/Schicht als auch die Schicht/Substrat Oberfla¨che
benetzt. Kugeln von PS sind hexagonal in der Schichtebene angeordnet und liegen
zwischen den PB Schichten.
Die hauptsa¨chlich verwendete Streumethode ist Kleinwinkelstreuung unter
streifendem Einfall. Simulationen der GISAS Streubilder wurden u¨ber zwei
Ansa¨tze durchgefu¨hrt. Zuna¨chst fanden wir einen Zusammenhang zwischen
den GISAS Instrumentparametern und Intensita¨tsverschmierungseffekten im ex-
perimentellen Streubild, verursacht durch die Geometrie des Aufbaus. Zusam-
men mit Diffraktionsreflexpositionen, die durch den Strukturfaktor des aus den
mikrophasenseparierten Polymerblocks gebildeten Gitters gegeben sind, erlaubt
die Auflo¨sungsfunktion eine Abscha¨tzung des Beitrags der Instrumentgeometrie
zur Verbreiterung der Diffraktionsreflexe auf dem Detektor. Der zweite Ansatz
ist eine vollsta¨ndige Berechnung der Intensita¨t mittels der DWBA und unter der
Beru¨cksichtigung instrumenteller Verschmierungseffekte, beschrieben durch die
Auflo¨sungsfunktion. In beiden Modellen wurde eine zufa¨llige Orientierung der
Nanostrukturen angenommen und Debye-Scherrer Ringe simuliert.
Summary
The aim of the present work is twofold. A method for the preparation of lithogra-
phy nanotemplates, which will be used for fabrication of ordered magnetic nanos-
tructures on a large surface area (more than 1×1 cm2), was probed. The structural
analysis of obtained nanotemplates was made by atomic force microscopy (AFM),
grazing incidence small angle scattering (GISAS) and neutron reflectometry. A
comparison of these techniques, simulations of GISAS patterns by Distorted Wave
Born Approximation (DWBA) and description of instrumental smearing effects
are given in this work in detail.
Self-organized deuterated polystyrene-polybutadiene (dPS-PB) diblock
copolymer thin films were used for nanotemplate fabrication. Microphase sep-
arated blocks can form different type of structures, such as lamellae, lying or
standing cylinders, spheres, etc., depending on different parameters of the poly-
mer. Thin polymer films were prepared by spin-coating of the polymer solu-
tions in toluene with different concentrations. We obtained samples with different
thicknesses from 25 nm to 500 nm.
Investigation of thin films by AFM and scattering techniques show that sur-
face tension effects play an important role in the formation of nanostructures on
the surface and in the interior of the polymer film. Neutron reflectivity measure-
ments of the lamellar phase sample show that near the thin film surface the layer
has a complex averaged structure which cannot be described by a homogeneous
layer with roughness described by an error-function. The layer with perpendicular
lamellae is formed on top of a Si substrate with a native oxide. The average period
between lamellae was found by AFM and GISANS. The samples with cylindrical
5phase were investigated by AFM, GISAXS and GISANS technique. We prepared
thin polymer films with different thicknesses; cylinders of (d)PS block, lying par-
allel to the substrate, always formed layers with hexagonal stacking in PB matrix,
excluding the sample which thickness equal or less than the period of the struc-
ture. Second order peaks from the hexagonal packing were obtained only for the
film with a thickness of 250 nm. These peaks disappear upon further increasing
of the film thickness. The reason for these structural distortions can be the sur-
face effects when cylinders form two-dimensional orthorhombic unit cell instead
of ideal hexagonal packing near the surface region. The graphoepitaxy method
which was applied to obtain long-range ordered cylinders is described. The anal-
ysis of the structure on the surface and in the interior of the film is given by means
of AFM and GISANS. Analyzing AFM and GISAXS data from the polymer film,
which formed a spherical phase structure, we found that PB preferentially covers
both air/film and film/substrate surfaces. Spheres of PS are hexagonally packed in
the plane of the film and are located between PB layers.
The main scattering method which was used in this study is Grazing Incidence
Small Angle Scattering. The simulations of GISAS patterns were done by two ap-
proaches. First we found a connection between the GISAS instrument parameters
and intensity smearing effects on the experimental pattern, caused by the geom-
etry of the setup. Together with diffraction spots positions given by the structure
factor of the lattice, formed by microphase separated polymer blocks, the resolu-
tion function allows us to estimate the contribution of the instrument geometry to
the broadening of diffraction spots on the detector. The second approach is a full
calculation of the intensity by the Distorted Wave Born Approximation and instru-
mental smearing effects, described by the resolution function. In both models a
random orientation of nanostructures was taken into account and Debye-Scherrer
rings were simulated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The last half of the 20th century can be called the microelectronics century. From
the earliest transistor in the beginning to the present day microprocessor most elec-
tronic devices nowadays are using circuits which express data as binary digits or
bits: 0 and 1. Bits are represented by the existence or absence of electrical charges.
If we follow Moore’s law the size of individual bits approaches the dimension of
atoms by 2020. Within such small scales quantum processes play a significant
role and probably this will be the end of standard semiconductor technology. For
this reason, and also to enhance the multifunctionality of devices, scientists are
considering to employ another property of the electron which is known as spin.
Spintronics is a neologism for “spin-based electronics”. Thus, spintronics, also
known as magnetoelectronics, is a technology which exploits both the quantum
spin and charge states of electrons. The discovery of Giant Magnetoresistance
(GMR) in Fe/Cr multilayers by Albert Fert and by Peter Gru¨nberg in 1988 led
a development of spintronics and generated an intensive fundamental research of
this effect [1, 2].
The magnetic properties of the multilayers with GMR effect were obtained
first by magnetization and magnetoresistance measurements which provided in-
formation on magnetic properties of the whole multilayer such as the coercive and
saturation fields, magnetoresistance, antiferromagnetic (AF) interlayer coupling
existence, etc. But they do not provide information about the individual magnetic
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layers and interfaces between layers, which guide the behavior of the multilayer
system. Polarized neutron scattering methods, such as polarized neutron diffrac-
tion and polarized neutron reflectivity measurements, allow one to build a mi-
croscopic model of the field-dependent magnetization by probing the individual
magnetic layers [3].
Another area of active research in magnetoelectronics is the patterned record-
ing media, which consist of an array of nanosized magnetic elements on large
surface areas. Investigation of nanopatterned magnetic samples is usually done
by neutron scattering techniques with other geometries, such as Small Angle
Neutron Scattering (SANS), Grazing Incidence Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(GISANS), Grazing Incidence Neutron Diffraction (GIND). All these techniques
combined with polarization analysis allow one to build a model of lateral magne-
tization distribution between nanostructures.
This study covers topics from the preparation of magnetic nanostructures us-
ing self organized diblock copolymers to scattering methods for investigation of
prepared samples. The main discussion will be on the neutron elastic scatter-
ing techniques such as neutron reflectivity, SANS, GISANS and Grazing Inci-
dence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS). The preparation of nanolithog-
raphy masks by self-organization of the diblock copolymers was studied, the sur-
face characteristics of the polymer thin films were obtained by Atomic Force Mi-
croscopy (AFM). To investigate the inferior of the polymer film we used scattering
methods mentioned above.
1.1 Spintronics
Spin of a single electron s can be detected by it’s magnetic moment - gµBs, where
µB is a Bohr magneton and g is an electron g-factor with a free electron value of
g = 2.0023, which is not the same for solids. In a ferromagnetic material a spin of
the electron can be aligned parallel or antiparallel (“spin-up“ and ”spin-down”) to
the direction of magnetization. The goal of spintronics is to understand the inter-
action between an electron spin and its solid state environment and to make useful
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devices using the acquired knowledge. Typical question of spintronics are:(a)
what is an effective way to polarize a spin system? (b) how long is the system
able to remember its spin orientation (up or down)? and (c) how can spin be
detected?[4]
The control of the current by spin polarization is called spin polarized trans-
port. Experimental works on spin polarized transport dates back to the 1936
when Mott published his pioneering work [5, 6] where he provided a basis for
the understanding of spin-polarized transport. Mott suggested an explanation for
an unusual behavior of resistance in ferromagnetic metals. He realized that at
sufficiently low temperatures, electrons of majority and minority spin, with mag-
netic moment parallel and anti parallel to the magnetization of a ferromagnet,
respectively, do not mix in the scattering processes. The conductivity can than
be expressed as the sum of two independent and unequal parts for two different
spin projections and the current in ferromagnets is spin polarized. Mott’s theoret-
ical assertion was confirmed experimentally 30 years ago with low temperature
tunnelling spectroscopy [7, 8].
Discovering F/I/F junctions[9], where I was an amorphous Ge, the model for a
change of conductance between parallel and antiparallel magnetization in the two
ferromagnetic regions F1 and F2 was built (see Figure 1.1). The band structure
in a ferromagnet is exchange split, so that the density of states is not the same
for spin up and down electrons at the Fermi level. Fermi’s golden rule states that
scattering rates are proportional to the density of states at the state being scattered
into (in this case the Fermi level), so the scattering rates are different for electrons
of different spin. The corresponding tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR) in an
F/I/F magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) is defined as
TMR =
∆R
R
=
R↑↓ −R
R
=
G−G↑↓
G↑↓
(1.1)
where the conductance G and resistance R = 1/G are labeled by the relative
orientations of the magnetizations in F1 and F2. The Jullier’s model illustrates the
possibility of a spin-valve effect, when the resistance of the device can be changed
by manipulating the relative orientation of the magnetization M1 and M2 in F1
and F2, respectively.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of electron tunneling in ferromagnet / insulator / fer-
romagnet (F/I/F) tunnel junctions: (a) Parallel and (b) antiparallel orientation of mag-
netizations with the corresponding spin- resolved density of the d states in ferromagnetic
metals that have exchange spin splitting ∆ex. Arrows in the two ferromagnetic regions are
determined by the majority-spin subband. Dashed lines depict spin-conserved tunneling.
Taken from [4].
A significant decrease (about 80%) of the resistance was observed in a Fe/Cr
multilayer compared to zero field resistance when a magnetic field was applied
[2]. This effect nowadays is known as giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect. It
was found that if thickness of a non-magnetic layer is of several Angstroms, than
an antiparallel coupling of the ferromagnetic layers occurs at the absence of an
external magnetic field due to interlayer exchange coupling. Application of an
external magnetic field leads to the parallel magnetization of the ferromagnetic
layers.
Devices based on GMR effect are often classified according to whether the
current flows parallel (CIP, current in-plane) or perpendicular (CPP, current per-
pendicular to the plane) to the interfaces between the different layers (see figure
1.2). Most of the GMR applications use the CIP geometry, when CPP transport
geometry in GMR multilayers provides lager magnetoresistance (by a factor of up
to 10) [10]. CPP-GMR is also less sensitive than CIP-GMR to sample inhomo-
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of current in plane (left) and current perpendicular
to plane (right) giant magnetoresistance geometry.
geneities. This makes CPP-based nanodevices attractive for sensor applications
in ultrahigh density magnetic storage [11].
Patterned recording media provide another application of magnetoelectronics.
A good review can be found in [12]. Generally the increase in data density and
in data rate have been achieved by scaling, making a read-write head smaller and
the medium thinner and higher in coercivity. The performance of the recording
media is limited by noise which comes from the granular microstructure of the
thin film. Than the decrease of the grain size is limited by thermal instability,
so-called superparamagnetism of the grains. This critical size depends on the
material and varies from tens nanometers up to hundreds of nanometers. When the
thermal energy will be sufficient to allow the magnetization of the grains to reverse
spontaneously, this will lead to the loss of the recorded information. One of the
solutions of this problem is the use of a patterned recording media which consists
of a regular array of magnetic elements. Every element has uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy and can store one bit of information. If elements behave like a single
domain, bits are not defined by a boundary between two oppositely magnetized
regions. In this case the stability criterion refers to the volume and anisotropy of
the magnetic element and not to the individual grains of which it is composed.
Elements could be as small as possible providing a higher recording density. Two
main problems are how to produce the ordered nanostructures on a large surface
area and the fabrication of a read - write head.
As can be seen, spintronics requires the use of different materials and struc-
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tures. For spintronics, a main investigation goal is seeking for new materials
which are highly spin-polarized, can provide both effective spin injection into
non-magnetic material and large magnetoresistance effects. Materials under in-
vestigation are half metallic oxides such as CrO2, Fe3O4, double perovskites,
ferromagnetic semiconductors [4]. Another problem is the miniaturization. The
non-magnetic layer in a multilayer system must be a few nanometer thick and con-
tain as little defects as possible. Thus the knowledge of structural and magnetic
properties of materials is very important for the developing of devices. Spin-
tronic devices typically rely on inhomogeneous doping, structures of reduced di-
mensionality and structures containing different materials. It means that the bulk
properties of used materials don’t give full information about the behavior of the
system. Interfacial properties, such as roughness, can significantly influence on
the magnitude of magnetoresistive effects and the efficiency of spin injection [13].
1.2 Fabrication of Ordered Nanostructures
As it was mentioned in previous sections, nanostructured materials have attracted
an intense research interest over the recent years, as they often exhibit new and
enhanced properties over their bulk analogs. Novel properties appear as the sam-
ple size becomes comparable to certain characteristic length scales of the physical
property. Usually these scales cover the range from several nanometers up to hun-
dreds of nanometers, depending on the property and compound. In the case of
magnetic nanostructures such properties are spin diffusion length, carrier mean
free path, magnetic domain wall width, etc. These properties and their depen-
dence on the size of the structure were reviewed in [14]. In this section a brief
introduction to possible fabrication techniques of nanostructures will be given.
Lithography
The central method in nanostructure fabrication is lithography, which is term de-
scribing several closely related methods. Detailed reviews on lithography pro-
cesses can be found in [15, 16, 17]. Here a brief description will be given. A
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lithography method consists of several steps: 1) spin-coating of a resist dissolved
in a liquid solvent onto the cleaned flat substrate or thin film; 2)soft-baking of the
resist to remove solvent and promote adhesion;3)selected areas of the resist are
exposed to radiation. Under exposure selected areas of resist become cross-linked
or broken; 4) development of a resist to remove exposed or non-exposed parts,
depending on the type of resist.
The pattern transfer can be realized in two general processes :from the resist to
an unpatterned film by wet or dry etching; or post deposition onto patterned resist
by lift-off or electrodeposition. The list of etching recipes can be found in [18].
Depending on the radiation source one can define different lithography meth-
ods such as: 1) electron beam lithography, where the electron beam is used to
expose an electron-sensitive resist [19, 20]; 2) in the case of X-ray lithography,
synchrotron radiation is used to expose samples [21]. A few micrometer above
the resist layer a mask is placed to define the pattern. The mask can be used
repeatedly and usually is produced by e-beam lithography. The main disadvan-
tages of the lithography methods described above are that they are time or price
consuming and don’t allow one to obtain a large area of nanostructures in short
times.
One of the methods which overcomes these disadvantages is interference
lithography which is based on the interference of two coherent laser beams as
the mechanism to expose the resist [22]. The disadvantage of this method is the
limitation in size of the produced nanostructures to a minimum of about 100 nm.
More details on this technique will be given in section 4.5.2.
There is a series of techniques which don’t utilize the exposure of the re-
sist. Three different fabrication techniques based on scanning probe microscopes
(scanning tunneling microscope, STM and atomic force microscope, AFM) have
been used to produce ordered arrays of magnetic nanostructures: AFM or STM
voltage pulses [23, 24]; STM chemical vapor deposition [25], and STM local
electrodeposition [26].
Another technique for obtaining a large area of nanostructures is nanoimprint-
ing. This technique uses a mold to deform physically a resist, followed by ion
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etching [27, 28]. The mold has to be reproduced by electron, X-ray or interfer-
ence lithography.
There are also other techniques such as focused ion beam milling, radiation
damage, step growth method which are not discussed here; their description can be
found in [14]. We will now concentrate on the so-called pseudo-ordered structure
fabrication methods, which include diblock copolymer nanolithography.
Diblock Copolymer Nanolithography
Block copolymers are a class of polymers that belong to soft matter materials and
can be considered to be formed by two or more chemically homogeneous polymer
fragments joined together by covalent bounds [29]. In this study we will consider
diblock copolymers which consist of two blocks A and B. The phase behavior of
the diblock copolymers has been the subject of numerous theoretical and experi-
mental studies. Good reviews can be found in [30, 31]. The microphase separa-
tion, which is a self-assembly process, depends on the total degree of polymeriza-
tion N = NA + NB, i.e. the total number of monomer units, the Flory-Huggins
χAB parameter, which is a characteristic value of the incompatibility between the
two blocks and the volume fractions of the blocks (fA and fB) and is given by
χAB =
Vr
RT
(δA − δB)2 (1.2)
where δA and δB are the solubility parameters for A and B blocks respectively,
and Vr is the volume per lattice site, i.e. polymer segment, T is temperature and
R is the gas constant[32]. In bulk, the minority block is segregated from the
majority block forming regularly - shaped and uniformly spaced nanodomains
[33, 34]. Depending on the fractions of the blocks one can get different types
of structures. Possible structures and the phase diagram for PI(polyisoprene)-
PS(polystyrene) diblock copolymer are shown in figure 1.3.
In fact the same (or nearly the same) type of structures can be achieved in thin
polymer films which are of great interest for the nanotemplate fabrication. Usu-
ally thin polymer films are prepared by the spin-coating of the polymer solution
onto the substrate. Air/polymer and substrate/polymer interfaces can break the
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symmetry of the ordering processes. The reason is different surface energies of
different blocks. The thickness of the film also plays a considerable role in the
structure formation. For example, for a symmetric block polymer with lamellar
spacing L, a thin film would need a thickness which is an integer multiple of 2L,
if the surface and substrate favor the same block. If different blocks are favored,
than the preferred film thickness is 2(n+0.5)L, where n is an integer. If these con-
ditions are not satisfied there will be regions of varying film thicknesses satisfying
the described conditions.
Most interesting for the nanolithography applications are the polymers which
provide lateral structures on the surface. Usually these structures have only local
ordering but still can be used for applications where only short range order is
important. To get microscopically aligned structures one has to use additional
alignment methods for long range ordering. The review of these methods can be
found in [30, chapter 9].
One of these methods for an alignment of the nanostructures, which is called
Graphoepitaxy, will be described and tested in this work. Graphoepitaxy is a pro-
cess whereby the surface topography of a crystalline or amorphous substrate influ-
ences and controls the orientation of the crystal growth in thin films [30, p.212].
This method can be applied to the macroscopic alignment of the diblock copoly-
mer nanostructures. In the work [35] Cheng et al. employed a diblock copoly-
mer film of PS-b-PFS. A topographically patterned silica substrate was fabricated
by interference lithography. The substrate was then used for a templating of a
block-copolymer self-assembly. The same method was probed in other works for
different diblock copolymers [36, 37, 38]. The influence of the shape of the walls
of the silica gratings and the channel width on the long range ordering of diblock
copolymers was shown.
1.3 Characterization of Nanostructures
Methods for characterization of magnetic nanostructures can be divided into two
branches: microscopy methods or local methods, such as magnetic force mi-
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croscopy (MFM), micro-SQUID, focused MOKE, spin polarized STM, etc., to
measure single nanoparticles; and averaging techniques, such as vibrating sample
magnetometry (VSM), superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID),
magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) to study the magnetic properties of large
arrays of quasi-identical nanoparticles. A full list with references can be found
in [14]. Typical microscopy techniques, like MFM allow one to image magnetic
field gradient and its distribution above the sample surface and is capable to image
magnetic domains of several tens of nanometers. Typical averaging technique like
VSM measures a magnetization or hysteresis loop from arrays of particles. The
interaction among the elements influence significantly on the magnetic properties
of the system. Field created by dipole with moment m and length l at distance r
is [39]
Hd =
2mr
[r2 − (l/2)2]2
rl−→ 2m
r3
(1.3)
for a point along the line of the dipole
Hd =
m
[r2 − (l/2)2]3/2
rl−→ m
r3
(1.4)
for a point in the direction perpendicular to the dipole. For distances r < l the
field becomes increasingly larger and has to be taken into account.
Despite these difficulties averaging techniques are still popular and allows one
to get information about magnetic properties even in the case of a significantly
weak signal from a nanoparticle.
Intensive investigation of the GMR effect have shown that the connection of
GMR with structure of multilayers is crucial for the understanding of this phe-
nomenon. This requires independent measurements of the resistivity, the magne-
toresistance and quantitative measurements of the structure (roughness, interdif-
fusion, lattice expansions, etc.). For the latter properties scattering techniques like
small angle scattering and reflectometry are usually applied.
Methods of polarized neutron scattering allows one to get in one time the scat-
tering from the structural correlation lengths and a magnetic scattering from the
magnetic moments distribution. By measuring of the sample with polarized and
non-polarized neutrons one can separate the magnetic scattering from the nuclear
scattering and analyze them independently [40].
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For the investigation of lateral magnetic nanostructures it is interesting to find
the way to combine both a small angle neutron scattering geometry which is used
for structural and magnetic correlation lengths investigation and non-specular
reflectivity which gives information about interfacial roughness in multilayers.
Grazing incidence small angle scattering (GISAS) geometry allows one to per-
form this kind of measurements in one go.
In this study we will consider X-ray and neutron elastic scattering methods.
More details will be given to GISAS technique. The work will be focused on
the preparation of nanotemplates by self-organization of the diblock copolymers
and the investigation of the nanotemplates structure by GISAS, reflectometry and
atomic force microscope.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the morphologies obtained for diblock copolymer
melts(above). The segregation product χN versus fraction of PI (fPI) diagram for PI-PS
diblock copolymers. Taken from [33].
Chapter 2
Scattering Methods: Introduction to
Theory
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter an introduction to the scattering theory will be given. In the first
part we will describe a simple example of the scattering process: an electron scat-
tered by the fixed atom. The S operator which connects in- and out- asymptotic
states and its main property which leads to a conservation law in the scattering pro-
cess will be discussed. The second part will be dedicated to the time-independent
Schro¨dinger equation and its solution in terms of the first order Born approxima-
tion (BA). The connection between the interaction potential and the intensity on
the detector will be given. The last part is about distorted wave Born Approxima-
tion (DWBA) which can be used in the case of a strong potential. For more details
on these topics we refer to [41, 42].
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Figure 2.1: The scattering orbit
2.2 Classical and Quantum Scattering
The time-dependent quantum scattering has a natural parallel description in clas-
sical mechanics and we make a brief description of the classical scattering pic-
ture first. In Figure 2.1 such a typical classical scattering process is represented
schematically. One may imagine it is the scattering of an electron by some fixed
atom. As can be seen there are three trajectories:(a) the approach of the electron
along a straight orbit;(b) the orbit during the interaction;(c) the departure of the
electron along another straight orbit after interaction. Of course, this description
is very rough and can be used only if the region of interaction is not larger than a
few atomic radiuses and so is, completely unobservable in practice. Therefore to
find a mathematical description of the scattering process we have to concentrate
on the relation between the incoming and outgoing asymptotes suppressing the
precise details of the orbit in the in the neighborhood of the target atom.
The actual orbitx(t) of the scattered electron can be obtained by solving New-
ton’s equation
mx¨ = −∇V (2.1)
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where V (x) is the actual interaction potential. For the electron the orbit before
the collision (t → −∞) and after the collision (t → ∞) are asymptotic to some
free orbit xin(t) and xout(t) – incoming and outgoing asymptotes, which satisfy
the equation of motion of a free particle
x(t)
t→−∞−→ xin(t) ≡ ain + vint
x(t)
t→∞−→ xout(t) ≡ aout + voutt
(2.2)
As far as observations are concerned, a scattering orbit is completely character-
ized once its two asymptotes are known. If we could calculate outgoing xout(t)
asymptote for any given incoming asymptote xin(t), than the scattering problem
would, for all practical purposes, be completely solved [41].
We have to remark that the correspondence between in- and out- asymptotes
is defined by the actual orbit as xin(t) → x(t) → xout(t) and orbit x(t) which
has the incoming asymptote not necessarily defines the outgoing asymptote. It
depends on the interaction potential V (x) which in general can support bounded
orbits and a particle in such an orbit will never leave the interaction potential
region. Thus we must expect two kind of orbits: bounded and scattered, and only
the latter one has both in and out asymptotes. The example is a Coulomb potential,
the particle can be caught in spiralling orbit and will never re-emerge.
In quantum description the orbit is a solution of a time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation U(t) | ψ〉 ≡ e−iHt | ψ〉, where | ψ〉 is a state vector at t = 0. This
solution describes the evolution of the scattering experiment. The Hamiltonian is
defined as H = H0 + V , where H0 = p2/2m is a Hamiltonian of a free particle
and V is an interaction potential.
When followed back at a time well before the collision U(t) | ψ〉 represents a
wave packet localized far away from the scattering center and, therefore, behaves
like a free wave packet and is given by
U(t) | ψ〉 t→−∞−→ U0(t) | ψin〉
U(t) | ψ〉 t→+∞−→ U0(t) | ψout〉
(2.3)
where U0(t) = e−iH0t is a free evolution operator.
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The scattering theory doesn’t work for all potentials as it was described above.
If V (x), for example, is not sufficiently small as x → ∞, the particle will not
behave like a free particle. For the discussion about possible potentials we have
to refer to [41].
The relation between the actual state of the system | ψ〉 at t = 0 and the
asymptotes | ψin〉 and | ψout〉 is defined by
| ψ〉 = lim
t→−∞
U
†(t)U0(t) | ψin〉 ≡ Ω+ | ψin〉
| ψ〉 = lim
t→+∞
U
†(t)U0(t) | ψout〉 ≡ Ω− | ψout〉
(2.4)
where operators Ω− and Ω+ are called as Møllers wave operators. Their repre-
senting is given in Figure 2.1. Acting on any vector in Hilbert space they give the
actual state at t = 0.
From the relations 2.4 one can get the most important operator of the scattering
theory – S-operator, which is defined as S = Ω†−Ω+ and connects incoming and
outgoing asymptotes
| ψout〉 = S | ψin〉 (2.5)
In practice the intensity observable on the detector can be expressed in terms of
the S-matrix elements 〈ψout | S | ψin〉. If we know how to find S – the scattering
problem is solved. S operator commutates rather with H0 than with H . This
leads to the conservation law of energy in a scattering experiment which can be
expressed in momentum space by
0 = 〈p′ | [H0, S] | p〉 = (Ep′ − Ep)〈p′ | S | p〉 (2.6)
where p,p′ - momentum before and after collision respectively, Ep, Ep′ are the
energies of the free particle before an after collision, respectively. From the ex-
pression (2.6) it is clear that 〈p′ | S | p〉 is zero, except when Ep = Ep′ .
2.3 The Cross Section
The scattering experiment usually consists of a beam of incoming particles which
is scattered at the target and the beam of the scattered particles which is collected
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scattering center
∆S
v∆t
v∆t
r
∆Ω
Figure 2.2: The number of incident particles N are contained in a parallelepiped ∆S ×
v∆t, where v is a particle velocity. The number of particles which reach the detector ∆N
through the opening angle ∆Ω at distance r from the target during time ∆t are contained
in a conic volume of base r2∆Ω and height v∆t.
inside the detector. The direction of the outgoing beam is defined by the solid
angle ∆Ω. If particles in the beam have the same energy and parallel directions,
the incoming wave function can be represented as a plane wave ψinc(r) = Ceikr,
where k is a wave vector which is proportional to the momentum of the particles
p = ~k and C is a normalization constant. For the elastic interaction the scattered
wave is defined by
ψs = Cf(Ω)
eikr
r
(2.7)
and the total wavefunction outside the interaction region can be written as
ψ(r) = ψinc(r) + ψs(r) (2.8)
The factor f(Ω) depends on the direction Ω and contains information about the
scattering process. It is closely related to the S matrix.
An important quantity for the discussion of scattering experiments is the cross-
section which is defined as the ratio of the current of scattered particles and
the current density of incident particles, defined as the density per unit area. A
schematic representation is given in figure 2.2. The number of incident particles,
which cross the surface ∆S during time ∆t is given by N = v∆t∆S|C|2, where
|C|2 is a probability density of the incident particles. And the number of scattered
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particles ∆N = v∆t r2∆Ω|f(Ω)|2/r2. The ratio of these numbers divided by
∆S gives a cross-section of the scattering
∆σ =
∆N
N∆S
= |f(Ω))|2∆Ω (2.9)
σ =
∫
|f(Ω))|2dΩ (2.10)
dσ
dΩ
= |f(Ω)|2 (2.11)
is the differential cross-section. Counting the number of particles at the detector
only delivers information on the scattering intensity | f(Ω) |2, but not on the scat-
tering amplitude f(Ω) itself. It is known as a phase problem, since the information
on the phases is lost.
2.4 Born Approximation
Two find the cross-section one has to solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion
(− ~
2
2m
∇2 + V (r))ψ(r, t) = i~ ∂
∂t
ψ(r, t) (2.12)
For purely elastic scattering, the time dependence can be described by a factor
e−iEt/~, which results in the stationary Schro¨dinger equation
(∇2 + k20)ψ(r) =
2m
~2
V (r) (2.13)
Using the free-space Green function G0(r − r1) [43],
G0(r − r1) = e
ik|r−r1|
4pi | r − r1 | (2.14)
equation 2.13 can be re-written as an integral equation for ψ
ψ(r) = ψ0(r) +
2m
~2
∫
dr1G0(r − r1)V(r1)ψ(r1) (2.15)
where ψ0 is the incident wave Ceikr. The integral equation (2.15) is known as
Lippmann-Schwinger equation.
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The main advantage of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation (2.15) is that it can
be solved by iterations. The first order iteration obtained by inserting ψ0 instead
of ψ in the integral is given by
ψ1(r) = Ceikr +
2pi
~2
∫
dr′G0(r − r′)V(r′)ψ0(r′) (2.16)
and is called the first order Born approximation. For the asymptotic limit | r |→
∞, (2.16) can be approximated by
ψ1(r) ≈ Ceikr − C2pi
~2
eikr
4pir
∫
dr′e−ik
′r′V(r′)eikr (2.17)
Thus the scattering amplitude in the first order approximation is given by
f(Ω) = −2pi
~2
1
4pi
∫
dr′e−iqr
′
V(r′) = f(q) (2.18)
where q = k′ − k is the scattering vector and f(q) - the Fourier transform of the
scattering amplitude.
2.5 Distorted Wave Born Approximation
The Born series is the expansion of the amplitude in powers of the potential, and
is of use only when the potential is weak enough to give very rapid convergence.
When the potential is too strong an alternative is needed. One such alternative is
the distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA).
The DWBA can be applied whenever the potential can be split into two parts
V (r) = V1(r) + V2(r) (2.19)
and V1 is treated as the background to a small perturbation V2. It is very close
to the first Born approximation, where the potential V is the perturbation to zero
background potential.
Assuming that the incident wave is a plane wave ψ(r) = Ceikr it is found that
the scattering amplitude in (2.7) is given by [41]
f(Ω) = f1(Ω) + f2(Ω) (2.20)
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where
f1(Ω) ∼
∫
e−ik
′r1V1(r1)ψ1(r1,k)dr1
f2(Ω) ∼
∫
ψ1(r1,−k′)V2(r1)ψ(r1,k)dr1
(2.21)
and where ψ1 is the wave function for the case V2 = 0 which is given by
ψ1(r,k) = ψ0(r,k) +
2pi
~2
∫
G0(r, r1)V1(r1)ψ1(r1,k)dr1 (2.22)
The distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) in a similar way as the Born
Approximation (BA) replaces ψ by an approximation to the wave function ψ1 in
(2.21) to give a DWBA estimate of the scattering amplitude
fDWBA2 (k
′,k) ∼
∫
ψ1(r1,−k′)V2(r1)ψ1(r1,k)dr1 (2.23)
The potential V1 has two distinct roles: to scatter the wave and to distort the waves
seen by the second potential V2. The second term is then interpreted as the Born
approximation for scattering by V2 in the presence of the distorting potential V1.
2.6 Properties of X-rays and Neutrons
X-rays
X-rays are the part of the electromagnetic spectrum with wavelengths between 0.1
and 100 A˚, including the soft X-ray range and energies in the range 102− 105 eV.
X-rays lie between the ultraviolet and gamma ray portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The wavelength range useful for the study of the structure of materials
is between 0.5 − 2.5 A˚. The wavelength λ of X-rays and the frequency ν are
related to each other by λ = c/ν, where c is a speed of light.
X-rays like light exhibit a wave-particle-dualism and a beam of X-rays can be
regarded as a stream of photons. Whereas a wave is characterized by wavelength
λ and frequency ν, a photon is characterized by its energy E and momentum p,
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which are related to λ and ν by E = hν and the de Broglie relation p = h/λ,
where h is Planck’s constant. A photon doesn’t process a mass or an electric
charge.
Neutrons
A neutron is an uncharged elementary particle, processing a mass m equal to
1.675 × 10−27 kg and spin 1/2. In the case of electromagnetic radiation, energy,
E, and wavelength, λ , are related through Planck’s equation
E =
hc
λ
; (2.24)
but because the neutron has a finite mass it is necessary to consider its kinetic
energy instead, given by
Ek =
h2
2mλ2
=
mv2
2
(2.25)
where v is the neutron velocity. Thus, a neutron with a wavelength of 0.15 nm
has an energy of 36.4meV . By contrast, the energy of a X-ray photon with
the same wavelength is 8.2 keV. From the first site the large energy of X-rays
is an advantage, but in fact depositing much energy in a sample can easily bring
about serious molecular degradation; the C-C bond energy is only 4 eV. Neutrons
therefore have a particular advantage over X-rays in the study of sensitive samples,
such as biological material for example. Substituting the kinetic energy of the
neutron into Equation 2.25 and solving for λ yields an equivalent wavenumber for
the 0.15 nm neutron of 293 cm−1. This value is comparable to those of typical
IR/Raman vibrational modes and demonstrates that neutrons can also be used to
probe the dynamics of a sample.
The most fundamental difference between neutron and electromagnetic ra-
diation is the mechanism by which the incident radiation interacts with matter.
X-rays are scattered by the electrons surrounding atomic nuclei, but neutrons are
scattered by the nucleus itself.
In the case of light or X-rays, the scattering cross-section of an atom increases
in direct proportion to the number of electrons present; that is, it increases with
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increasing atomic number, Z. However, the strength of the neutron-nucleus inter-
action varies completely irregularly with Z; not even isotopes of the same element
have the same neutron scattering cross-section, σ . The most significant isotopic
variation occurs when Z = 1. Hydrogen has a coherent σcoh of 1.75× 10−24cm2
(1.75 barns) which is roughly the same as that of manganese. On the other hand,
for deuterium σcoh = 5.6 barns , similar to the value for carbon-12. Thus the
neutrons can even differentiate between isotopes, unlike X-rays.
The interaction of neutrons with matter is weak and the absorption of neutrons
by most materials is correspondingly small. Neutron radiation is therefore very
penetrating. For example, it would require X-rays with energies of some 105 eV
to penetrate a sample (and its container) more than a millimeter or two thick.
Neutrons, on the other hand, can be used to probe the bulk properties of samples
with pathlengths of several centimeters or, alternatively, samples with somewhat
shorter pathlengths but contained inside sample environments (cryostats, furnaces,
pressure cells, shear apparatus, etc).
The neutron has a small magnetic moment. This can interact with the spin and
orbital magnetic moments present in a sample containing atoms with unpaired
electrons, giving rise to an additional scattering mechanism.
Among the similarities between electromagnetic and neutron radiation (con-
ferred by the De Broglie/Schro¨dinger wave-particle dualism principle) are that
both may be polarized, both may have the plane of polarization rotated by an ”ac-
tive” material (cf. optical activity) and both demonstrate the concept of refractive
indices.
There are some drawbacks of using neutron radiation. An obvious one is that it
is not a technique for the laboratory. Neutron sources, like synchrotron radiation
sources (SRS), are very large and costly facilities, which are best constructed,
operated and shared between several nations. A second drawback is that compared
to light or X-rays, neutron sources are relatively weak. The flux of neutrons on
a neutron instrument at the most powerful of neutron sources is typically several
orders of magnitude lower than the flux of photons on a SRS x-ray beamline.
Additionally the collimation of the neutron beam to a few mm in diameter usually
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goes at the expense of flux.
2.6.1 Scattering of X-rays: Thomson Scattering
Here we consider only the simplest interaction mechanism of X-rays with matter -
the elastic scattering of X-rays from free electrons, which is well-known as Thom-
son scattering. Since X-rays are electromagnetic waves, they cause vibrations of
the shell electrons of the atoms of substances through which they pass. When
electron is accelerated , secondary radiation is always emitted. The secondary
emission is described by the oscillating electric field. The total electric field at the
observation point at a large distance R from the electron is given by
〈E2〉 = e
4
(4piε0)2m2c4R2
〈E20〉
(
1 + cosφ2
2
)
(2.26)
where ε0 is the permittivity of the space, m is a mass of the electron, c - is the
speed of light, E0 - incident electric field. The total electric field is obtained by
averaging over all directions of E0
The term
(
1+cosφ2
2
)
is known as the polarization correction for an unpolarized
incident X-ray beam, where φ is the angle subtended between the direction of the
incident radiation and that of the scattered radiation. Expression (2.26) is called
the Thomson formula for the scattering of X-rays by a single electron. The factor
e2/mc2 in (2.26) has dimension of length and is called the classical radius of the
electron, re. The differential scattering cross-section of unpolarized X-rays is(
dσ
dΩ
)
e
= r2e
1 + cosφ2
2
(2.27)
and a scattering length of an electron for unpolarized X-rays is
be = re
(
1 + cosφ2
2
)1/2
(2.28)
The form of the polarization factor is valid only if the incident beam is unpolar-
ized, which is the case of the x-ray tube as a source. If the beam was monochro-
matized by reflection from the monochromator or if synchrotron source is used,
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X-rays are partly or highly polarized and another relation for a polarization factor
should be used. For an atom containing Z free electrons, the scattering in the for-
ward direction φ = 0 is Z times the intensity given by Eq. 2.27 since the scattered
radiation from each electron will be in phase. However, as φ increases from zero
the scattered X-rays from the electrons begin to interfere and the strength of the
overall scattering falls off. The form of this fall-off is dependent on the charge dis-
tribution inside the atom and is represented by an atomic form factor, or scattering
factor, f , defined as the ratio between the amplitude scattered by an atom and that
scattered by a free classical electron when all other conditions remain unchanged.
The assumptions we made that the electrons are free and that their charge dis-
tributions are spherical have been found to be adequate for the purposes of crys-
tallographic investigation on structures containing atoms of low atomic number.
The largest deviations from the Thomson scattering approximation occur when
the incident X-ray energy is close to the binding energies of electrons within the
atoms of the structure, i.e. the energies around the X-ray absorption edges of the
atom. This changed behavior away from Thomson scattering at energies around
absorption edges is known as anomalous scattering which is not discussed here.
2.6.2 Scattering of Neutrons
To evaluate the cross-section given by (2.11) and (2.18), we have to specify the
interaction potential of neutrons with the nucleus. Fermi has proposed a phe-
nomenological potential based on the argument that the wave length of thermal
neutrons is much larger than the nuclear radius. This means that the nuclei are
pointlike scatters and lead to isotropic, q-dependent scattering. The same argu-
ment holds for classical Thomson scattering for a single electron, where the angu-
lar dependence came from a polarization factor. The Fermi pseudo-potential for
neutrons is presented by
V (r) =
2pi~2
m
bδ(r −R) (2.29)
where b is a scattering length. The interaction potential obviously depends on
the details of the nuclear structure. b is different for different isotopes of the
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given element and also for given nuclear spin states. This fact gives rise to the
appearance of so-called coherent and incoherent scattering.
When calculating the scattering cross-section, we have to take into account
that the different isotopes are distributed randomly over all sites. Also the nuclear
spin orientation is random except for very low temperatures in external magnetic
fields. Therefore we have to average over the random distribution of the scattering
length in the sample
dσ
dΩ
=〈
∑
n
bn exp(iqrn)
∑
m
b∗m exp(−iqrm)〉 =
∑
n
∑
m
〈bnb∗m〉 exp(iq(rn − rm))
= 〈b〉2|
∑
n
exp(iqrn)|2 +N〈(b− 〈b〉)2〉
(2.30)
The scattering cross-section is a sum of two terms. Only the first term contains the
phase factor exp(iqr), which results from the coherent superposition of the scat-
tering from pairs of scatterers. This term takes into account interference effects
and is therefore named coherent scattering. Only the scattering length averaged
over the isotope and nuclear spin distribution enters this term. The second term
does not contain any phase information and is proportional to the number of atoms
N . This term corresponds to the scattering from single atoms, which subsequently
superimpose in an incoherent manner (adding intensities). Therefore the second
term is called incoherent scattering. In summary for each element we can define
a coherent and an incoherent scattering cross section by the following equations
σcoh = 4pi〈b〉2 (2.31)
σinc = 4pi〈(b− 〈b〉)2〉 (2.32)
Magnetic Scattering
We discussed the so called nuclear scattering cross section, but due to the fact that
neutron has spin, there is also magnetic scattering, which results from the inter-
action of the neutron spin with magnetic field which is generated by the unpaired
electrons of the atom. The corresponding density function of the magnetization
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can be strongly delocalized. The size of regions with a defined magnetization
is comparable with typical neutron wavelength, and generally leading to a de-
crease of the intensity at high q. As it was mentioned above the cross-section for
a nuclear scattering defined via the Fermi interaction potential 2.29 is given by
equation 2.30. In fact there is a second part of the interaction potential arising
from the interaction with magnetic field B in the sample
Vmagn = −γ~sˆB (2.33)
where sˆ is the operator of the neutron spin and γ/2pi = −2916.4 Hz/G is the
gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron. The details how to evaluate the matrix elements
can be found elsewhere [44]. With the assumptions of unpolarized beam and no
orbital moments contributing toB, one can get
∂2σ
∂ω∂Ω
= (γr0)
2kf
ki
| F (q) |2 e−2W(q)
∑
αβ
(
δαβ − qαqβ
q2
)
Sαβ(q, ω) (2.34)
Expression 2.34 contains the momentum transfer q, the classical electron radius
r0, the magnetic form factor F (q), the Debye-Waller factor e−2W(q), and the mag-
netic scattering factor Sαβ(q, ω), which is the Fourier transform in space and time
of a pair correlation function of magnetic moments. The factor δαβ − qαqβq2 shows
that only components of the magnetic moment density perpendicular to q plays
role in magnetic scattering. F (q) denotes the form-factor, which is the Fourier
transform of the spin density. It decreases with q and suppresses magnetic scat-
tering at high q.
Chapter 3
Scattering Methods: Different
Geometries
3.1 Scattering Geometries
3.1.1 Small Angle Scattering
The principle layout of a Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) instrument is
the pin-hole SANS shown in Figure 3.1. A beam of collimated radiation is di-
rected at a sample illuminating a small volume (typical, a few square millime-
ters). Three effects on the incident radiation occur: transmission, absorption and
scattering, all by the sample. A detector positioned at some distance L counts the
scattered radiation. The flux, I(λ, θ) may be expressed in the following way [45]
I(λ, θ) = I0(λ)∆Ωη(λ)TD
∂σ
dΩ
(q) (3.1)
where I0 - incident flux, η - the detector efficiency, T - sample transmission, D -
sample thickness and ∂σ/dΩ is a differential cross-section. The first three terms
are instrument specific and the last three terms are sample dependent. The scat-
tering vector is given by
| q |=| kf − ki |= 4pi
λ
sin θ (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: The schematical representation of the small angle scattering geometry.
where 2θ - is a scattering angle. From the Bragg law and (3.2) it follows
λ = 2l sin θ (3.3)
where l denotes a characteristic periodicity of the investigated structure. Equation
(3.3) yields a very useful expression
l =
2pi
q
(3.4)
Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) are very important: using them it is possible first
to configure the instrument (to ensure that its q-range allows one to detect the
expected spots) and to find rapidly the periodicity between scattering bodies in a
structured sample.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of reflection, refraction effects on a flat surface between
two media.
3.1.2 Reflectometry
Single interface
Let’s consider first a single flat interface between two layers of different mate-
rials. A schematic representation of the specular reflection of neutron or X-ray
beams is given in figure 3.2. The incident, forthcoming and transmitted waves
are characterized by there wave vectors ki, kf and kt, respectively. The density
of the material in general varies as a function of depth (along z direction) and it
is assumed that there is no in-plane variation of the density. If the scattering is
elastic, i.e. there are no energy losses, | ki |=| kf |= k0 = 2pi/λ, where λ is
wavelength of radiation. The wave vector transfer for specular reflection is de-
fined as q =| q |=| kf − ki |= 2k0 sinαi = 2kz, where the angles of incidence
and reflection are equal αi = αf .
The exact description of reflected and transmitted intensity can be done in
terms of quantum mechanics and is valid for both neutrons and X-rays polarized
parallel to the surface [46]. The following description will be done for neutrons.
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The resolution of a reflectometry experiment doesn’t resolve the atomic struc-
ture of the sample. Therefore a homogeneous layer 1 with flat interface is de-
scribed by the scattering length density of the material and approximated interac-
tion potential V (1) of neutrons in this case is given by [47]
V (1) =
2pi~2
m
ρ(1) (3.5)
where ρ(1) is a scattering length density (SLD) of the material in the layer 1. For
neutrons SLD is defined as
ρ =
n∑
i=1
bc
vm
(3.6)
where bc is the coherent scattering length of i-th of n atoms in a molecule with
molecular volume vm. The corresponding quantity for X-rays is obtained by re-
placing the bc values in the expression by Zre, where re = 2.81 × 10−15m is
the classical radius of the electron, and Z is the number of the i-th atom in the
molecular volume vm.
As the interaction potential of neutrons has only depth dependence, i.e. is the
function of z, the wave function ψ(r) can be represented as
ψ(r) = C exp(ik‖r‖)ψz(z) (3.7)
where C - is the normalization constant and k‖ is the in-plane component of
a wave vector. ψz(z) is the solution of one-dimensional stationary Schro¨dinger
equation given by
ψ′′z (z) + k
2
z(z)ψz(z) = 0 (3.8)
where kz(z) is different in different layers. In vacuum kz(0) =
√
k20− | k‖ |2; in
the medium where neutron potential V (1) (see equation 3.5) conservation of the
neutron’s total energy requires that
k2z
(1)
= k2z
(0)
+
2mnV
(1)
~2
(3.9)
where mn is a neutron mass. The inplane component of the wave vector is con-
served on each interface.
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Substituting the expression for V (1) given in equation 3.5 into 3.9 yields
k2z
(1)
= k2z
(0) − 4piρ(1) (3.10)
where k(m) is a wave vector inside the media.
All descriptions which we made above have analog in classical optics. The
ratio n = k1/k is so called refractive index of the material
n = 1− δ and δ = λ
2
2pi
ρ (3.11)
Taking into account the absorption of X-rays or neutrons one has to add an
imaginary part to the refractive index
n = 1− δ + iβ (3.12)
Generally the order of magnitude of δ and β for X-rays and neutrons is the same.
But there are two qualitative differences:(i) the scattering length density of the
material in the case of neutron radiation ρn can be negative, defining the refractive
index n > 1 and (ii) in the case of neutrons a contrast between different isotopes of
the same chemical element can be obtained. The most famous example is the large
difference in scattering length density for neutrons between hydrogen ρn(H) =
−2.0 × 10−6 A˚−2 and deuterium ρn(2H) = 1.73 × 10−6 A˚−2. The continuity
relation for the wave vector component parallel to the surface, i.e. k‖(0) = k‖(1)
and relation k(1) = n1k(0) one can get a law of refraction which is known as
Snell’s law and is given by
cosαi
cosαt
=
k(1)
k(0)
= n1 (3.13)
If index of refraction of the medium n < 1 the transmitted beam is refracted
towards the sample surface (αt < αi in figure 3.2). From Snell’s law it is clear
that one can get a condition when no wave propagating in z direction exists in
the sample. Only an evanescent wave with propagation parallel to the surface is
induced. This situation occurs for the incident angles αi <= αc, where αc is a so
called critical angle of total reflection which comes directly from equation 3.13
cosαc = n1 ⇒ αc ≈
√
2δ. For the case when n > 1, which is typical for organic
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materials containing a lot of hydrogen atoms, we get a total refraction case. To
find the solution of equation 3.8 we assume the flat sample surface to be at z = 0
(see figure 3.2). The potential is then
V (z) =
{
0 z < 0
V (1) z ≥ 0 (3.14)
The solution of equation 3.8 in the medium m is given by
ψz
(m)(z) = C
(
T (m) exp(ikz
(m)z) +R(m) exp(−ikz(m)z)
)
(3.15)
The coefficients T (m) andR(m) of the transmitted and reflected wave, respectively,
can be determined for each layer by the boundary conditions, i.e. the wave func-
tion and its first derivative must be continuous at each interface
ψz
(0)(z = 0) = ψz
(1)(z = 0)
ψ′z
(0)(z = 0) = ψ′z
(1)(z = 0)
(3.16)
Bondary conditions 3.16 applied to the wave function 3.15 lead to the next system
of linear equations written in a matrix form(
T (0)
R(0)
)
= P01
(
T (1)
R(1)
)
(3.17)
where P01 is a so called boundary matrix for interface z = 0 and is given by
P01 =
1
t0
(
1 r0
r0 1
)
(3.18)
The elements r0 and t0 are the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients
r0 =
kz
(0) − kz(1)
kz
(0) + kz
(1)
(3.19)
t0 =
2kz
(0)
kz
(0) + kz
(1)
(3.20)
(3.21)
Taking into account that T (0) = 1 for an incident wave and R(1) = 0 for a semi-
infinite substrate, finally we get the reflectivity and transmittivity R =| r0 |2,
T =| t0 |2, respectively. Using boundary matrix it is possible to get a solution
for backward reflection and transmission phenomena, when an incident wave ir-
radiates the interface from the opposite side. The graphical representation and
relations between solutions for both cases are given in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation for reflection and refraction effects at a single in-
terface for the incident wave coming from the upper layer (a) and from the bottom one(b).
Multilayer System: Optical Matrix Method
In the previous part we calculated the amplitudes of the waves acting in a reflec-
tion process by a single interface. Now our task is to calculate a reflectivity and
transmittivity from the multilayer consisting of N interfaces and N + 1 layers,
where the last layer is a substrate (see figure 3.4). The boundary condition 3.16
couple the wave functions of two adjacent layers m and m + 1 at interface m,
where z = zm. As both components of the wave function in the layer m, given by
equation 3.15, are plane waves, the amplitudes between the lower interface m+1
and the upper interface m are coupled by phase relation(
ψT
(m+1)(zm)
ψR
(m+1)(zm)
)
=
(
e−ik
(m+1)dm+1 0
0 eik
(m+1)dm+1
)(
ψT
(m+1)(zm+1)
ψR
(m+1)(zm+1)
)
(3.22)
Q(m) =
(
e−ik
(m)dm 0
0 eik
(m)dm
)
(3.23)
The phase matrix Q(m) is called propagation matrix and dm = zm − zm−1 is the
layer thickness.
The boundary and propagation matrices allow us to describe the reflectivity
and transmittivity from the multilayer by means of an optical matrix formalism
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of reflection, refraction effects on a multilayer film.
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which is known as Abeles matrix formalism [48]. Details on this formalism and
full solution for a multilayer system can be found in appendix B. The vacuum
(index 0) and the substrate (indexN+1) wave fields are connected by the transfer
matrix of the whole multilayer M(
T (0)
R(0)
)
= M
(
T (N+1)
R(N+1)
)
(3.24)
M =
(
M11 M12
M21 M22
)
(3.25)
The substrate has infinite thickness, therefore its reflectivity amplitude R(N+1) =
0 and its phase matrix is defined to be unity and T (0) = 1 for the incident wave.
Finally the reflectivity and transmittivity amplitudes of the whole multilayer for
an incident wave coming from above of the multilayer stack are given by
R(0) =
M21
M11
T (N+1) =
1
M11
(3.26)
The optical matrix approach allows one to calculate the reflectivity and transmit-
tivity for the case when the incident wave comes from the bottom side of the stack
(see figure 3.5a) (
0
T−
(0)
)
= M
(
R−
(N+1)
1
)
(3.27)
from which the backward (figure 3.5b) multilayer stack reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients are found
R−
(N+1) = −M12
M11
T−
(0) =
detM
M11
(3.28)
The described formalism for definition of the reflected and transmitted ampli-
tudes is a so called dynamical approximation. It gives an exact solution of a wave
function and boundary conditions for a multilayer system and takes into account
a multiple reflection in the layers as well as refraction effects. The solution of
the Schro¨dinger equation 3.8 can be obtained by means of Born approximation of
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Figure 3.5: The transfer matrix M determines the reflection and transmission amplitudes
of the waves passing through a multilayer. (a) An incident wave comes from above. (b)
Backward propagation, an incident wave comes from the bottom side.
the first order which is also known as kinematical approximation when the result
intensity is proportional to the Fourier transform of the interaction potential (see
section 2.4). This approximation gives wrong result for the region near the critical
angle of total reflection, because it takes into account only a single reflection in
each layer and doesn’t take into account the refraction and absorption effects. For
further details and a comparison of the dynamical and kinematical approximations
for reflectivity calculations we refer to [49].
Parratt Formalism
The recurrent matrix formalism given by equation 3.24 can be transformed into a
recursion one which couples the reflectivity amplitude at the bottom layer inter-
faces by a single relation
R(m) =
rm +R
(+1)e−iqz
(m+1)dm+1
1 + rmR(m+1)e−iqz
(m+1)dm+1
(3.29)
The recursion calculation procedure is started from the reflectivity of the substrate
interface R(N) = rN and after evaluatingR(m) at all upper interfaces finally we get
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R(0). Expression 3.29 was used by Parratt for the analyzing of X-ray reflectivity
measurements [50].
Rough Interfaces
In the case of multilayer structure with roughness the layer thickness is not a
constant anymore. A thickness distribution has to be taken into account in the
propagation matrix expression 3.23. The statistical averaging of the boundary
matrices gives expressions for Fresnel coefficients in the layer, corrected to the
roughness [51]
r(m) = rid
(m)e−2kz
(m)kz
(m+1)σ2m (3.30)
t(m) = tid
(m)e(kz
(m)−kz
(m+1))2σ2m/2 (3.31)
(3.32)
where rid(m) and tid(m) are given in 3.19. Details about statistical averaging and
including a distribution of the thickness into the propagation function one can find
in appendix B or [49].
Figure 3.6 illustrates the influence of roughness on reflectivity obtained with
dynamical theory from the layer of polystyrene (thickness 1000 A˚) on Si sub-
strate. In all cases the overall qz dependence is determined by the strongest scat-
tering contrast between dPS and Si, while the modulations of result reflectivity
are damped due to the decreased reflection or (and) transmission coefficients in
the case of rough surface or interface.
Summary
The reflection of neutron or X-rays from surfaces is a very important tool to study
both the surface or interface profile as well as lateral heterogeneties. For the case
of specular reflections, the incident and forthcoming angles, αi and αf respec-
tively, are equal such that the momentum transfer is oriented perpendicular to the
surface of the studied object. In this case the surface profile is observed. The
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the roughness influence on the reflectivity calculated with
the matrix method from deuterated polystyrene (dPS) layer (1000 A˚) on a Si substrate.
The roughness of Si is σSi = 6A˚ and of PS layer σPS = 50A˚, wavelength of neu-
trons radiation is λ = 4.52 A˚. Scattering length densities ρ(PS) = 6.4 × 10−6 A˚−2,
ρ(Si) = 2.07× 10−6 A˚−2.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of the GISAS scattering geometry. The XY plane
defines a horizon of the sample. Scattering from nanostructures occurs in reflection and
transmission hemispheres of the detector. ki - incident wave vector. XY Z - sample
coordinate system
characteristic of the scattering profile are the periodic Keissig fringes which result
from the finite thickness of the polymer layer or Bragg reflections in the case of
periodic multilayer structures. It is obvious that for different relative orientations
of the incoming and outgoing wave vectors also q-components parallel to the sur-
face may be created. Such measurements reveal lateral surface structures as they
occur in nanostructures materials [47].
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Figure 3.8: Two scattering centers in the case of a GISAS experiment.
3.1.3 Grazing Incidence Small Angle Scattering
Grazing incidence small angle neutron or X-scattering is a universal tool for char-
acterizing density correlations in nanoscale structures (typically 1-100 nm) and
the shape of nanoobjects at surfaces and in the interior of the thin films. At first
glance small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements can be performed, but
solids and films must be thin enough to be X-ray transparent and thick enough to
present adequate sample volume in transmission. Estimates of nominal thickness
are 1-2 mm for polymers and biological samples, 0.3 - 0.8 mm for ceramics, 0.05 -
0.2 mm for metals and alloys, 1 mm for water solutions and 1.5-2 mm for organic
solvent solutions. These difficulties lead to development of Grazing Incidence
Small Angle Scattering (GISAS), which combines small angle scattering features
(the nanoscopic length scale, incident beam definition by multiple slits, 2D detec-
tor) and diffuse X-ray or neutron reflectivity (the scattering geometry)[52]. The
scattering geometry of GISAS technique is shown in figure 3.7, which represents
a sample coordinate system. Reciprocal space vectors qx, qy, qz are along x, y, z
respectively. The collimated primary beam comes onto the sample under the in-
cident angle αi which is near the critical angle of total reflection αc. In general,
wave-vector of the incoming wave has three components ki = (kix, kiy, kiz), but
typically, ky = 0, which is the case presented in figure 3.7. The forthcoming wave
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after the scattering process is described by three component kf = (kfx, kfy, kfz)
and comes on the detector under the angle αf . The scattering wave can occur
above the horizon of the sample (see Fig. 3.7), providing diffraction spots around
the specularly reflected beam, and below the horizon where the scattering center
is a refracted primary beam (see Fig. 3.8). Thus GISAS patterns can be under-
stood as the superposition of two SAS patterns generated by two beam sources
(i.e., the reflected and transmitted beams) converging on the sample with a 2αi
difference in their angular direction 1. Around these two sources coherent scatter-
ing (diffraction) spots from the structure appear on the detector. The two angles:
αf and 2θf characterize the position of spots on the detector from diffracted forth-
coming wave. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, the two groups of diffraction spots
can overlap or be separate from each other, depending on the incident angle αi.
Thus, the structure of the thin film can be analyzed using only one group of scat-
tering spots after proper refraction correction. In the sample coordinate system
presented in figure 3.7 the momentum transfer components are given by
qx =
2pi
λ
(cosαf cos 2θf − cosαi)
qy =
2pi
λ
cosαf sin 2θf
qz = −2pi
λ
(sinαf + sinαi)
(3.33)
As we mentioned, GISAS technique combines SAS measurements and non-
specular reflectivity. Thus, additionally to the diffraction spots from the lattice one
can expect features, like anomalous scattering near the critical angle of total re-
flection (Yoneda peaks [53]), diffuse scattering, peaks from correlated roughness
of the interfaces. These features are well-known from non-specular reflectivity
measurements and occurs in GISAS experimental patterns too.
1This is only true for large incident angles, otherwise the refraction effects has to be taken into
account.
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3.2 GISAS in Terms of DWBA
A GISAS experiment is usually performed under incident angles close to the crit-
ical angle of total reflection. The Born approximation clearly breaks down when
the reflectivity becomes nearly unity and we have to use the perturbation theory
on the exact solution of the wave equation for a smooth surface. This is known
as distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) and was described in section 2.5.
This theory works for both X-rays polarized parallel to the averaged surface
and neutrons, which obey everywhere the stationary wave equation
(∇2 + k20)ψ(r) =
2m
~2
V (r)ψ(r) (3.34)
where ψ(r) is the wave function (for neutrons) or the electron-field parallel to the
surface for x-rays, k0 is the wave vector magnitude in a free space and V (r) is the
potential on which the scattering process occur.
Following DWBA the potential V (r) representing the neutron or X-ray inter-
action with the system may be decomposed into a sum
V (r) = V1(r) + V2(r) (3.35)
In terms of grazing incidence small angle scattering from nanostructures, repre-
sented in figure 3.7, DWBA can be applied if nanoparticles dimensions are much
smaller then dimensions of the homogeneous layer under them. In this case an
interaction potential of radiation with nanostructures is rather small compared to
the one of the layer. It can be considered as a perturbation potential. V1(r) may
be approximated by the optical potential (see section 3.1.2){
V1 = 0, z < 0
V1 =
~
2
2m
k20(1− n2) z >= 0
(3.36)
The second term V2(r), which represents the scattering on the nanostructures de-
pends on the shape of the particles and particles position and should be much
smaller than V1. V2(r) causes a diffraction in off-specular direction.
Within the first order of the distorted wave Born approximation the scattering
amplitude f2(kf ,ki) is given by the matrix element of the potential V2(r) [46]
f2(kf ,ki) = 〈ψ˜2(−kf , r) | V2(r | ψ1(ki, r))〉 (3.37)
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where the wave functions ψ˜(−kf , r) and ψ(ki, r) are the exact solutions for the
potential V1(r) with the proper initial and boundary conditions for the layer m
ψi
(m)(r) ≡ ψ(m)(ki, r) = Ceiki‖r‖(Ti(m)eikiz(m)(z−zm)
+Ri
(m)eik
′
zi
(m)(z−zm))
(3.38)
˜
ψ≷f
(m)
(r) ≡ ψ˜(m)(−k≷f , r) =Ce−ikf‖r‖(T∗≷f
(m)
eik
≷∗
fz
(m)
(z−zm)
+R≷∗f
(m)
eik
′≷∗
fz
(m)
(z−zm))
(3.39)
where T≷(m), R≷(m), k≷(m) and k′≷(m) are the refraction and reflection Fresnel
coefficients and wave vectors in the layer m correspondingly (indices i and f
correspond to the incident and forthcoming wave), C – normalization constant.
The bottom interface of the layer zm is set as an origin of transmitted and re-
flected waves, i.e. it defines a phase shift in each layer between the upper and
bottom interfaces. Indices ≷ defines solutions for the case when scattering occurs
in reflected and transmitted hemispheres, respectively, as it was discussed in sec-
tion 3.1.3. Thus in free space ψ(ki, r) is a plane wave approaching the sample
Z
substratesubstrate
scattering above horizon scattering below horizon
z = zmz = zm
ki
k′i
ki
k′i
k′>f
k>f k
′<
f
k<f
Figure 3.9: Two scattering processes described by the wave functions in equation 3.38
and equation 3.39
surface from the radiation source, while ψ˜(−k≷f , r) is a wave approaching the
sample in the direction opposite to the direction of observation or time reversed
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state. A schematical representations of solutions in reflection and transmission
hemispheres are given in figure 3.9. The wave vectors in the layer m are given by
ki
(m) = (ki‖, kiz
(m))
k′
i
(m) = (ki‖,−kiz(m))
k>f
(m)
= (kf‖,−kfz(m))
k′>f
(m)
= (kf‖, kfz
(m))
k<f
(m)
= (kf‖, kfz
(m))
k′<f
(m)
= (kf‖,−kfz(m))
(3.40)
where ki‖ and kf‖ are the same in each layer due to the boundary conditions.
The reflection and transmission coefficients inside the layer m can be found by
Parratt’s formalism [50] or transition matrix formalism described in appendix B.
In this work we use the latter one.
Our aim is to find the differential cross-section for different kind of structures
which is defined by
dσ
dΩ
=
| f(kf ,ki) |2
16pi2 | C |4 (3.41)
We now turn to an evaluation of the matrix element in Equation (3.37). Using
the solutions (3.38,3.39) for the stationary wave equation we obtain in layer m
〈 ˜ψ≷f
(m)
| V2(m) | ψi(m)〉 =
| C |2 [T≷i
(m)
Tf
(m)F (m)(q
≷
1
(m)
) +Ri
(m)Rf
(m)F (m)(q
≷
2
(m)
)
+ T≷i
(m)
Rf
(m)F (m)(q
≷
3
(m)
) + T≷f
(m)
Ri
(m)F (m)(q
≷
4
(m)
)]
(3.42)
where F (m)(q≷j
(m)
) with j = 1, 2, 3, 4 is given by the integral
F (m)(q≷j
(m)
) =
∫ ∫
e−iq‖r‖dr‖
∫
e−iq
≷
jz
(m)
(z−zm)V≷2 (q)dz (3.43)
and q≷j
(m)
for q‖ = kf‖− ki‖ equal in every layer are given by2
q>1z
(m)
= −kfz(m) − kiz(m) ≡ −q2z(m)
q>3z
(m)
= kfz
(m) − kiz(m)
}
above sample horizon
q<1z
(m)
= kfz
(m) − kiz(m) ≡ −q2z(m)
q<3z
(m)
= −kfz(m) − kiz(m)
}
below sample horizon
(3.44)
2The next formulas are represented without indices ≷ to decrease the amount of notations.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of each term in Eq. 3.42 a)The incoming beam
is scattered in the island and goes directly to the detector. This term is the scattered
amplitude in the Born approximation. b) The scattered beam is reflected by the surface
and goes then to the detector. c) The incoming beam is reflected before it is scattered. d)
The incoming and the scattered beam are reflected.
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From the first view the integral (3.43) looks like a usual three dimensional Fourier
transform of the perturbation potential, but this is not the case, because q(m)jz in fact
is defined in the layer m and has a complex value in general. The imaginary part
depends on the incident angle αi and is negligible at high angles. If αi is near the
critical angle of total reflection than the imaginary part plays the main role in the
magnitude of the z-component of the scattering vector. Thus, for incident angles
αi  αc one can write
F (m)(q) ≡ V˜2(q) =
∫
V2(r)e
−iqrdr (3.45)
The result is four terms which are shown schematically in Figure 3.10. The first
term represent the incoming beam is scattered in the structure and goes directly
to the detector. The second term shows the scattered beam which is reflected by
the surface and goes then to the detector. Third term represents the incoming
beam reflected before it is scattered. And the last term explains the case when
the incoming and the scattered beam are reflected [54, 55]. These descriptions are
valid for scattering in both reflection and transmission hemispheres.
The exit angles for each term in equation 3.42 may be determined by exam-
ining the definition of each scattering vector q≷j
(m)
within the thin film. One can
see that the diffraction spots from the first and the last two terms overlap exactly.
If one would like to simulate a diffraction spots positions on the detector, the
four scattering terms can be considered as only two terms: the scattering around
the transmitted beam (kfz = kiz) and the scattering around the reflected beam
(kfz = −kiz) (see figure 3.8). Conclusively, the GISAS pattern can be considered
as the overlap of scattering centered on the transmitted beam position and those
centered on the reflected beam position.
The transverse form factor F⊥(m)(qjz(m)) which is defined by
F⊥
(m)(qjz
(m)) =
∫ zm
zm−1
e−iqjz
(m)(z−zm)dz (3.46)
for nanostructures, which are homogeneous along z within layer m. It can be
found as
F⊥
(m)(qjz
(m)) =
eiqjz
(m)dm − 1
iqjz(m)
= dme
iqjz
(m)dm
2 sinc(
qjz
(m)dm
2
) (3.47)
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where qjz(m) is defined by the four scattering terms 3.44, dm-thickness of the
(m)-th layer and sinc(x) = sin(x)/x. It is important to note that this transverse
form-factor is a function of two variables kiz and kfz rather than the transverse
component of the wave vector transfer qz = kfz + kiz.
Rectangular gratings
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Figure 3.11: Side view of the rectangular
gratings.
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Figure 3.12: Representation of gratings in
reciprocal space.
Here we introduce the mathematical description of multilayer rectangular grat-
ings. The whole structured multilayer is characterized by the lateral periodicity l
in the direction of x axis. The multilayer grating consists of N layers deposited
on the substrate (N + 1). The m − th layer with thickness dm is bound by two
interfaces m−1 andm. Each period consists of two types of structure: block with
width a and channel with width l − a. The lateral periodicity l is a characteristic
property of the multilayer, n(r) = n(r + lxˆ), where n is a refraction index of the
block and xˆ is a unit vector along X-axis (see fig. 3.11). We also introduce the
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shape function Ωa(r) of the material a in the layer.
Ωa(r) =

1 inside material of type a0 elsewhere (3.48)
Further we define the three-dimensional Fourier transform Ω˜a(q) of the shape
function
Ω˜a(q) =
∫
drΩa(r) exp
−iqr (3.49)
Since we deal with periodical structure the shape function can be given as a con-
volution of the the shape function of one the period Ωa1(r) (defined in the interval
− l
2
< x < l
2
) with a periodic arrangements of δ-functions.
Ωa(r) = Ωa1(r)⊗
∑
n
δ(x− nl) (3.50)
where n is integer, Ωa1 – shape function of the grating. Taking the integral (3.49)
we receive the Fourier transform
Ω˜a(q) = 2piΩ˜a1(q)
∑
h
δ(qx − 2pi
l
h)δ(qy) (3.51)
which is represented in reciprocal space as the reciprocal lattice (i.e. truncation
rods, figure 3.12) modulated by the Fourier transform of the shape function of one
wire Ω˜a1 which is given in the layer m by
Ω˜
(m)
a1 (q) =
2pi
d
∫ 0
−dm
dz
∫ d/2
−d/2
dxΩa1
(m)(r − zmzˆ)e−i(qxx+qyy+qzz) (3.52)
where zˆ is a unit vector along Z-axis.
We solve the wave equation (3.34) with the periodic potential V (r) = V (r +
lxˆ). First of all we assume a grating with flat interfaces and walls (no roughness),
this means that we deal with the coherent term of the cross-section. In struc-
tured layers as the ideal potential V1 we choose the potential of a virtual planar
multilayer, where V1 is constant within each layer and the perturbing potential
V2 = V −V1. As one can see in this case the perturbing potential V2 is large, i.e. it
is non-zero in large volume of the grating. It is the main objection against the us-
age of the DWBA for the calculation of the off-specular scattering from gratings.
It was shown that the choice of the eigenstates determines the correct results [49].
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The perpendicular wave vector components of the eigenstates inside the layer
m follow the dispersion relation
kiz
(m) =
√
k20n
2
m − kiz(0)
kfz
(m) =
√
k20n
2
m − kfz(0)
(3.53)
where nm is a refractive index of the layer m.
This means that the wave vectors are corrected for refraction in an averaged
medium.
To calculate the matrix element of the perturbing potential V2(r) we have to
propose the value of the ideal potential V1 given by the general form
V2(r) = V (r)− V1(r) = (Vb − V1) + (Va − Vb)Ωa(r) (3.54)
where Va and Vb are the interaction potential of the grating (material a) and the
channel (material b), respectively. V1 in the form of the laterally averaged layer
gives the correct results [49]
V1 =
Vaνa + Vbνb
νab
(3.55)
where νa =
∫
drΩa(r), νb =
∫
dr(1− Ωa(r)) are the covers of material of type
a and material of type b respectively. For rectangular gratings νa = ad and the
area of type b covers νb = νab − νa = bd, where a, b are the corresponding width
of wires of different types and νab = ld is the area of one period of the structure.
This leads to the perturbing potential
V2(r) = (Va − Vb)(Ωa(r)− νa
νab
) (3.56)
F (m)(q(m)) for each layer is calculated according to (3.49) and (3.52) and is
given by
F (m)(q(m)) =(Va
(m) − Vb(m))×[
Ω˜(m)a (q
(m))− exp(idmqz
(m) − 1)
iqz(m)
νa
νab
δ(qx)δ(qy)
] (3.57)
The equation (3.57) can be used for any kind of structure and is valid for specular
and non-specular scans. For specular scans F (q) = 0 for rectangular gratings,
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thus we will consider off-specular scattering only. Using expression (3.52) for the
shape function (3.48) one can get the next result for the perturbation potential for
a single layer of rectangular gratings
F˜ (q) = (Va − Vb)4pi
2
l
a t× sinc(qxa
2
)
× sinc(qzd
2
) exp(
qzd
2
)δ(qy)
×
∑
h
δ(qx − 2pih
l
)
(3.58)
where d is a thickness of gratings and qz has to be corrected with refraction effects.
The form factor of the structure can be separated into the transverse part (3.47) and
longitudinal one which is given by
F‖ ∼ sinc(qxa
2
) (3.59)
These two parts describe the shape of the grating in qx and qz directions. They
depend on the parameters of the shape and define the intensity modulations. The
structure factor S(qx, qy) = δ(qy)
∑
δ(qx− 2pihl ) defines the lattice, i.e. periodical
arrangements, of the structure.
We calculated an off-specular scattering amplitude for the layer m. The solu-
tion for multilayered gratings when the period and the width of the grating are the
same in each layer can be found by summation of scattering amplitudes calculated
for each single layer
f2(kf ,ki) =
∑
m
〈ψ˜(m)f (r) | V2(r | ψi(m)(r))〉 (3.60)
To describe obtained characteristics more quantitatively let’s consider a virtual
GISANS experiment. Parameters of the setup and the sample are presented in
table 3.1.
Using a sample detector distance and detector size one can calculate the ranges
of scattering angles αf and 2θf which are given by
2θf = (αf + αi) ∈ [−2.75◦; 2.75◦] (3.61)
for the incident beam direction which coincide with detector center. A virtual
experiment will be done for three incident angles αi = 0.1◦, 1.0◦, 2.0◦. In figure
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Figure 3.13: Graphical representation of qx component of scattering vector, given for
2θf = 0. Properties of the virtual experiment are given in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.14: Graphical representation of qy and qz components of scattering vector.
qy calculated for αf = 0. qz is calculated in a free space. Properties of the virtual
experiment are given in table 3.1.
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parameter value
radiation neutrons, wavelength λ = 6 A˚
wavelength distribution ∆λ
λ
= 10%
sample structured Si wafer
with rectangular gratings
(period l = 1000 A˚,
width of the wire a = 400 A˚)
thickness d = 1500 A˚
SLD of Si 2.073× 10−6 A˚
setup collimation distance 10m
sample-detector distance 10m
detector size 128× 128 pixels
detector pixel size 7.5mm
first slit 40× 30 mm2
second slit 1× 5 mm2
Table 3.1: Parameters of a virtual GISANS experiment.
3.13 a graphical representation of qx component of scattering vector in sample
coordinate system is given (see eq. 3.33). One can see that it is equal to zero in
two points αf = −αi and αf = αi which correspond to the incident and specular
directions. qy and qz have identical behaviour, which is defined by sin x ≈ x for
small angles, and are equal to zero at αf = −αi (see figure 3.13). Also one can
see that there is a difference in ranges of qx and qy, qz. The ranges of the first
one strongly depend on the incident angle when for the other two the ranges are
defined mostly by sample detector distance and detector size. The influence of
small αi on qz is negligible and not shown in the figure 3.14. The magnitudes of
qx are in the range from 3 × 10−3 A˚ to 5 × 10−4 A˚. Using expression 3.4 it can
be seen that along qx one can detect diffraction spots form structures with periods
from 200 nm up to 1.2µm. Along qy and qz one will detect spots form 10 nm up to
several hundred nanometers. The longitudinal form-factor function, given by
3.59, gives modulation of scattering intensity along qx. Its argument is a product
of qx and width of the Si wire. It is represented graphically in figure 3.15. With
straight lines a detector range of qx is shown. It is clearly seen that longitudinal
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Figure 3.15: Longitudinal form factor given by 3.59. Straight lines define detector range.
form-factor gives everywhere in the detector values which are very close to unity.
As GISAS is performed at glancing incident angles, we can assume F‖ to be
nearly a constant. In figures 3.16 and 3.17 form-factor (3.58) is shown for
different incident angles. Incident angle αi = 0.1◦ is below the critical angle of
total reflection of Si which is αc = 0.27◦. qz component of a scattering vector for
all angles αf is imaginary. If complex value appears in the argument of exponent
of a transverse form-factor 3.47, the real part of the exponent will be given by
imaginary part of the argument. Depending on the sign of qzj (m) the amplitude
will increase or decrease. The same explanation is valid for enhancements of the
form-factor function in the region αc < αf < 0, 0◦ for figure 3.16 and −αc <
αf < 0, 0
◦ for figure 3.17 where kfz(m) is imaginary. These enhancements of the
form-factor are suppressed by the reflection and transmission coefficients in the
expression for the perturbation term of the scattering amplitude 3.42. In figures
3.18 and 3.19 one can see the calculated Fresnel coefficients in the structured
layer. Solution was obtained by matrix method, described in appendix B. In
the region below zero angle R(1) and T (1) correspond to backward propagating
wave with coefficients T−(1) and R−(1). In the parts above and below zero which
correspond to reflection and transmission hemisphere, respectively, intensity has
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Figure 3.16: Calculated form-factor, given by 3.58, and qz from the first term in 3.42 for
different incident angles. The simulation was done for the sample and setup described in
table 3.1
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Figure 3.17: Calculated form-factor, given by 3.58 and qz from the second term in 3.42
for different incident angles. Simulation was done for the sample and setup described in
table 3.1
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Figure 3.18: Calculated Fresnel reflection coefficient inside the structured Si layer (see
table 3.1) for details. Below zero angle the reflection coefficient correspond to backward
propagating wave.
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Figure 3.19: Calculated Fresnel transmission coefficient inside the structured Si layer
(see table 3.1) for details. Below zero angle the transmission coefficient correspond to
backward propagating wave.
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a maximum at αf = ±αc Si which are Yoneda peaks [53] and αc Si is a critical
angle of total reflection of the substrate (αc Si = 0.28◦). In the region αc Si <
αf < 0 coefficients are zero. Waves which propagates to upper layers from the
bottom are evanescent waves in this case. Evanescent wave is a characteristic of
the matter and usually can be detected with total external reflection which occur in
reflection hemisphere only. This is in a good agreement with GISANS experiment
and explains a “shadow” from the sample which occurs in experimental GISANS
patterns. In reflection hemisphere there is a second Yoneda peak below the critical
angle of total reflection of the substrate αcGr = 0.2. It corresponds to the first
structured layer which contains Si gratings.
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3.3 Smearing Effects
In this section we will consider the analytical calculation of the resolution function
which itself defines the instrumental smearing effects. Before going into details
we have to make a remark. In previous sections we described GISAS experiment
by means of the sample coordinate system (see figure 3.7) where the scattering
differential cross-section is given. However in this section we will operate in the
laboratory coordinate system which is fixed and more convenient for the calcula-
tion of resolution function. Its description will be given below.
In a scattering experiment, it is always necessary to compromise between in-
strumental smearing and flux at the sample. The smearing of the ideal scattering
cross section is caused by finite collimation, monochromatization and spatial reso-
lution of the detector. It causes neutrons or X-ray beams with scattering vectors q
to contribute to the scattering in a range around the nominal scattering vector 〈q〉
for a certain instrumental setting. The smearing effects can be expressed by the
resolution function. The resolution function is defined as the probability function
for detection of a scattering event with the scattering vector q = 〈q〉+∆q. At the
same time the instrument has been set to detect scattering events of the nominal
scattering vector 〈q〉.
Knowledge of the resolution function is important for analyzing and under-
standing of the provided experiment, and analytical expressions for the resolution
function are desirable because these will decrease the computational time spent
on data analysis. In this section, which is based on the articles [56, 57] we give
a calculation of the three-dimensional resolution function for a velocity selector
and a pinhole geometry. The effects of a finite sample size, finite correlations, can
be also introduced but will be not covered in this section.
In the GISANS or SANS geometry the components which influence on the
resolution function in every point on the detector are: a mechanical velocity se-
lector that makes it possible to select the nominal wavelength, 〈λ〉, and the wave-
length spread, δλ; two circular or rectangular pinholes separated by a distance
l1, a position-sensitive detector which is located at a distance l2 from the sample
and makes smearing of the beam due to the finite size of the pixel. The analyt-
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Figure 3.20: The two-dimensional schematic view of a GISAS experiment and definition
of the parameters x, x′, ωx1, ωx2, ωy1 and ωy2. The x, y and z axes marked are the basis
vectors of the laboratory coordinate system. Reproduced from [56].
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ical beam-line analysis was firstly presented by Pedersen and Riekel [58]. This
approach will be used for this setup too. Two position parameters describe the dis-
tribution of the incoming neutrons: x and y, which give the position relative to the
beam center in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction (the z direction), the
corresponding angles relative to the direction of the nominal neutron, x′, y′, and
the relative wavelength deviation, ∆λ/λ. By applying Gaussian approximations
for the neutron distribution and the transmission functions of the apertures, one
can calculate the distribution at the sample position. From the first view it seems
to be a rough estimation and box function would be more appropriate for the slits.
But in fact a resulting resolution function is a convolution of a neutron distribu-
tion function given by every experimental parameter (we have four already) and
according to the central limit theorem the convolution product of several box func-
tions approaches a Gaussian function[56]. Additionally the investigated structure
usually has a finite correlation length and mosaicity, these parameters also have a
distribution function and broaden the beam in the position of the Bragg peak.
The resolution function is given as a function of ∆q and we must, there-
fore, write ∆q as a function of the five parameters in the phase space,
∆q(x, y, x′, y′,∆λ/λ). The measured intensity for the setting 〈q〉 is proportional
to
I(〈q〉) ∝
∫
R(〈q〉, q)dσ(q)
dΩ
dq (3.62)
where R(〈q〉, q) is the resolution function and dσ(q)/dΩ is the scattering cross
section of the sample.
In Figure 3.20, a side view of the neutron paths is shown, defining the position
parameter, x, and the angular deviation, x′. The upper part of Fig. 3.20 shows
the definition of the laboratory coordinate system. In the experimental setup con-
sidered, a mechanical velocity selector, rotating so as to select neutrons with a
nominal wavelength 〈λ〉 and wavelength spread δλ (full width at halfmaximum
value, FWHM) is followed by two beam defining pinholes. The pinholes are as-
sumed to be rectangular or circular. The first slit has widthwx1,wy1 and the second
slit width wx2,wy2. In the case of circular slits wx1 = wx2 and wy1 = wy2. The
distance between the two slits is l1 and the sample is placed just after the second
slit, we assume that the distance between sample and the second slit is negligible
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compared to l2 which is the sample-detector distance. At the first slit, the beam
intensity distribution is given by
Ix(x, x
′) = exp(−1
2
x2/σ2x1)
Iy(y, y
′) = exp(−1
2
y2/σ2y1)
Iλ(∆λ/λ) = exp(−1
2
(∆λ/λ)2/σ2λ)
(3.63)
where σ2x1 and σ2y1 are the variances in the x and y directions due to the first slit,
and σ2λ is the relative wavelength deviation due to the velocity selector. For rect-
angular slits, σ2x1 = w2x1/12, σ2y1 = w2y1/12; for circular slits, σ2x1 = w2x1/16, the
same for y direction [56]. For simplicity, we have omitted normalization factors in
this section, but they will be introduced in the appendix A. When the neutron has
moved a distance l1 in the z direction, its x coordinate transforms to x→ x−x′l1.
The transformation is equivalent for the y direction. At the sample position, the
beam intensity distribution will, thus, be given by
Ix(x, x
′) = exp(−1
2
(x− x′l1)2/σ2x1) exp(−
1
2
x2/σ2x2)
Iy(y, y
′) = exp(−1
2
(y − y′l1)2/σ2y1) exp(−
1
2
y2/σ2y2)
Iλ(∆λ/λ) = exp(−1
2
(∆λ/λ)2/σ2λ)
(3.64)
where σ2x2 and σ2y2 are due to either the second slit or the sample size, depending
on which is the smaller. Finally, the finite detector resolution has to be convoluted
into the beam intensity distribution. It can be shown that this is equivalent to
adding the variance of the detector to the variance due to the finite size of the slits.
The detector resolution only affects the position parameters, x and y, and we have
to convert σx to
σ2x → σ2x,tot = σ2x + σ2x,det (3.65)
These values are inserted in the exponential and the beam intensity distribution
may be written as
Ix(x, x
′)Iy(y, y
′)Iλ(∆λ/λ) = exp(−1
2
(ay2 + by′2 + dyy′))
× exp(−1
2
(gx2 + hx′2 + jxx′))
× exp(−1
2
c(∆λ/λ)2)
(3.66)
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Figure 3.21: The scattering triangle of
a neutron beam deviating from the nomi-
nal direction given in laboratory reciprocal
space for a two-dimensional scattering ge-
ometry. Reproduced from [56].
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Figure 3.22: The path of the nominal neu-
tron is along l0 and a neutron path deviating
from the nominal path along l. The sam-
ple is placed in the origin of the laboratory
coordinate system and the detector is in a
plane parallel to the xy plane, which con-
tains the end points of l0 and l. Reproduced
from [56].
The parameters a, b, c, d, g, h and j for a given instrumentation may be treated
as constants and need to be calculated only once for given instrument setting (see
appendix A).
For the integral to be performed and the resolution function found, the connec-
tion between the deviation from the nominal scattering vector, ∆q, and x, y, x′, y′
and ∆λ/λ must be established. ∆q is expressed in the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem in reciprocal space, where the basis vectors are parallel to the basis vectors in
the laboratory system. This system we call the reciprocal laboratory system. We
take all deviations into account to first order by calculating the contributions from
described five parameters separately, and finally add them, so that we get
∆q = q − 〈q〉 = ∆qxy +∆qx′y′ +∆qλ (3.67)
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The two-dimensional situation (in the xz plane) is shown in Figure 3.20 (recip-
rocal space). The scattering situation is converted to Figure 3.21, which shows the
scattering triangle for the nominal and the actual scattering vector. The difference
between q and 〈q〉 may be written ∆qx +∆qx′ +∆qλ. ∆qλ gives a contribu-
tion along q, but this cannot be seen in Fig. 3.21. Back with the three-dimensional
problem, we first consider the contribution from finite x and y, ∆qxy, which is
the most difficult to determine. Fig. 3.22 shows the path of the nominal neutrons
l0 (solid line) and a neutron l (dashed line) that deviates in direct space by x, y
from the nominal ones. The angle between the path l0 and the yz plane is φ, and
the angle between the projection of l0 at the yz plane and the z axis is ψ. One must
remember that these two angles are given in the laboratory coordinate system and
are different from the angles αf and 2θf which are given for the sample coordinate
system (see 3.7).
Assuming that the deviation between l and l0 is small and using simple geo-
metrical relations between l0, l2, lxy and l it is possible to first order in x and y
to find the vector l∆qxy , a vector in direct space that is antiparallel to the vector
∆qxy and has length ∆qxyl0/〈k〉, where 〈k〉 = 2pi/〈λ〉 (see [56] for details).
∆qxy =− (〈k〉/l0)l∆qxy
=
−〈k〉 cosφ cosψ
l2
×

 x cos
2 φ− y sinψ cos φ sinφ
y − x sin φ cosφ sinψ − y sin2 ψ cos2 φ
−x sin φ cosφ cosψ − y sinψ cos2 φ cosψ


(3.68)
The contributions due to the angular divergence, may for small x′ and y′ be written
as
∆qx′y′ = −〈k〉

 x
′
y′
0

 (3.69)
Finally, the contribution due to the wavelength spread is considered. This contri-
bution only affects the length of q and may be written
∆qλ = −〈q〉∆λ
λ
(3.70)
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And finally we reproduce ∆q as the function of five parameters, described
above and five constants, which are different for every angle φ and ψ
∆q = ∆qxy +∆qx′y′ +∆qλ
= Ax+Bx′ +Cy +Dy′ +E
∆λ
λ
(3.71)
A, B, C, D and E are found by inserting (3.68), (3.69) and (3.70) in (3.67)(see
Appendix A).
In order to transform from direct space to reciprocal space, one uses the con-
ditions (3.71) in the form of δ-functions in an integration over the beam intensity
distribution to obtain the resolution function in reciprocal space.
R(〈q〉, q)
∝
∫
exp(−1
2
(ay2 + by′2 + dyy′ + gx2
+ hx′2 + jxx′ + c(∆λ/λ)2))
× δ(∆qx − Ex(∆λ/λ)
− Axx− Bxx′ − Cxy −Dxy′)
× δ(∆qy −Ey(∆λ/λ)
− Ayx−Byx′ − Cyy −Dyy′)
× δ(∆qz − Ez(∆λ/λ)
− Azx− Bzx′ − Czy −Dzy′)dxdx′dydy′d(∆λ/λ)
(3.72)
As By = Bz = Dx = Dz = 0, the δ-function conditions reduce to
x′ =
∆qx
Bx
− xAx
Bx
− yCx
Bx
− ∆λ/λEx
Bx
(3.73)
y′ =
∆qy
Dy
− xAy
Dy
− yCy
Dy
− ∆λ/λEy
Dy
(3.74)
∆λ/λ =
∆qz
Ez
− xAz
Ez
− yCz
Ez
(3.75)
The integrals over x′, y′ and ∆λ/λ are performed by substitution of expressions
(3.73), (3.74) and (3.75) into the exponential function in (3.72), and after solving
the integral over x and y only it is possible to write the resolution function as
R = R0 exp
(
−1/2ξ − 1/2−β
2+ βγδ − δ2α
4α− γ2
)
(3.76)
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This is an analytical expression for the resolution function, the normalized beam
intensity distribution is defined so that
∫
R(q, 〈q〉)dq = 1. The values of all
constants are reproduced in Appendix A.
Using Eq. (3.76) it is possible to calculate a three dimensional resolution func-
tion, but for the intensity calculation (3.62) it can not be used, because one has to
integrate over the q-vector components which are defined in sample coordinate
system (see fig 3.7). The scattering differencial cross section in Eq. (3.62) is
defined in the sample coordinate system. Therefore we have to perform a trans-
formation from the laboratory coordinate system, where the resolution function
is defined, into the sample coordinate system. Note, that this coordinate system
is not fixed. If we rotate the sample, the coordinate system rotates correspond-
ingly. If (xyz) denotes vector coordinates in the reciprocal laboratory system and
(x′′y′′z′′) denotes coordinates in the sample coordinate system, the transformation
matrix between the two is

x′′
y′′
z′′

 =


t11 t21 t31
t21 t22 t23
t31 t32 t33




x
y
z

 = T


x
y
z

 (3.77)
We have to apply the transformation (3.77) to the ∆q vector in the resolution
function to get it in the next form (see appendix A)
R =R0 exp
(
u′′1(∆q
′′
x)
2 + u′′2(∆q
′′
y )
2 + u′′3(∆q
′′
z )
2
+u′′4∆q
′′
x∆q
′′
y + u
′′
5∆q
′′
x∆q
′′
z + u
′′
6∆q
′′
y∆q
′′
z
) (3.78)
One-dimensional lattice
In previous section we calculated a resolution function of the SANS instrument by
means of its real space parameters like widths of slits, neutrons wavelength distri-
bution, detector position and size. In this part we show how this knowledge can
be applied for the calculation of diffraction pattern in SANS or GISANS regime
from the lattice and what kind of intensity effects can be explained by smearing.
Let’s consider a one dimensional lattice in a three-dimensional space. Rect-
anguar gratings structure is one of examples. In section 3.2 we found that the
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scattering differential cross-section of rectangular gratings is a product of a form-
factor and structure factor (see expression (3.58)). The form-factor F (q) gives
intensity modulations due to the shape of the structure unit, when structure fac-
tor S(q) is a sum of δ-functions, which describe the lattice. To find the inten-
sity on the detector one has to solve integral (3.62). After the submission of a
three-dimesional resolution function (3.78) and differential cross-section terms,
δ-functions from structure factor will reduce a dimensionality of the integral to
qz only. Thus, we will get Bragg reflections smeared by the instrument geometry
and neutrons wavelength distribution and with intensity modulations which came
from the form-factor. Let’s say that we are interested in diffraction spots posi-
tions only, which are independent from form-factor. Since there is no periodical
structure along the qz direction, we will simply integrate R(qx, qy, qz) over the qz
component
R(〈qx〉, 〈qy〉) =
∫
R(qx, qy, qz)δ(qx − 2pi
l
h)δ(qy)dqxdqydqz (3.79)
and will get a two-dimensional resolution function given by
Rh(〈qx〉, 〈qy〉) =R0 exp
(
u′′1∆q
′′
x
2
+ u′′2∆q
′′
y
2
+ u′′4∆q
′′
x∆q
′′
y
+1/2
(
u′′5∆q
′′
x + u
′′
6∆q
′′
y
)2
u′′3
) (3.80)
where ∆q = (τx − 〈qx〉, τy − 〈qy〉, τz − 〈qz〉). τ = (2pil , 0, 0) is a lattice vector.
The resolution function Rh is defined for Bragg reflection index h and finally to
get contributions from all h we have
R(〈qx〉, 〈qy〉) =
h=hmax∑
h=−hmin
R(τh, 〈qx〉, 〈qy〉) (3.81)
where hmin, hmax are the minimum and maximum indices which can be detected
on the detector and τh = (2pil h, 0, 0). For calculations we will use parameters of
the virtual experiment (see table 3.1). The instrument parameters are typical for a
real GISANS or SANS experiment depending on the incident angle. We assume
that size of the sample for all incident angles is larger then the size of the second
slit, thus we can set the width of the second slit to constant value. A schematical
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ξ
Figure 3.23: Illustration of the intersection of the Ewald sphere with the one-dimensional
lattice in reciprocal space in SANS regime αi = 90◦. Laboratory coordinate system is
defined by xlab, ylab, zlab. Sample coordinate system in reciprocal space is defined by
qx, qy, qz. ξ = 0.0
◦
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representation of scattering geometry is shown in figure 3.23. Gratings in recip-
rocal space are represented as truncation rods. Incident angle αi = 90◦, which
is the case in the figure, corresponds to SANS regime. Decreasing an incident
angle down to the glancing angles one will achieve GISANS regime. The sam-
ple can be also rotated around qz-axis (ξ angle), which is usefull for checking the
structure for anisotropy properties. Rotations around qy and qz axes are taken into
account by the transformation matrix (see appendix A). In figure (3.24 rota-
tions around qz axis are demostrated in SANS regime. The detector position is
fixed and behavior of the resolution function can be simply explained by the rota-
tion of the lattice vector, which after rotation has new components τ˜x = τx cos ξ
and τ˜y = τy sin ξ. Rotations around qy axis are shown in figure 3.25 for a fixed
ξ = 90◦. This situation is illustrated by means of Ewald sphere in figure 3.26.
At high incident angles (see figure 3.25a,b) we are still in a SANS regime, Ewald
sphere crosses truncation rods in two parts near the direct beam and in the region
near the specular reflection position, which is out of detector region for sufficiently
high incident angles. At glancing angles, i.e. GISANS mode, (see figure 3.25c,d)
specular reflection peak and all Bragg peaks forms a circle on the detector in the
place where Ewald sphere crosses a reciprocal lattice.
Scattering from Randomly Oriented Structures
Small Angle Scattering or Grazing Incidence Small Angle Scattering experiments
are often carried out in the case where the structure units are randomly oriented
on the surface or in the interior of the sample. Let’s find a solution for resolution
function from the structure randomly distributed on the surface of a substrate. A
schematical representation for this case is shown in figure 3.28. Every structure
unit is a one-dimensional lattice with the same period, but different angle ξ. Thus
to find a contribution from each unit we have to integrate the resolution function
3.80 by all possible angles ξ in the range [−pi/2; pi/2]. The integration has to be
made numerically and gives the results which are shown in figure (3.27). At high
incident angles the structure, randomly oriented on the surface, gives so-called
Debye-Scherrer rings which are well-known in SANS measurements. Each ring
correspond to h = 1, 2, 3, 4 from the center. At smaller incident angles rings are
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Figure 3.24: Two-dimensional resolution function R(∆qx,∆qy) for a one-dimensional
lattice with the period of 100 nm.
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Figure 3.25: Two-dimensional resolution function R(∆qx,∆qy) for a one-dimensional
lattice with the period of 100nm.
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stretched and have ellipsoidal form. At glancing angles the radius of elipsoids
along qx-axis is too large, thus one can see only part of the ellipsoid which is in
the detector range.
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Figure 3.26: Illustration of the intersection of the Ewald sphere with the one-dimensional
lattice in reciprocal space in GISANS regime, αi is a glancing angle. Positions where the
Ewald sphere crosses the reciprocal space form a circle on the detector.
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Figure 3.27: Two-dimensional resolution function R(∆qx,∆qy) for a one-dimensional
lattice homogeneously distributed in the qx, qy plane (powder) with a period of 100nm.
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Figure 3.28: Illustration of the structure which is randomly oriented on the surface.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the standard set-up of the USAXS beamline.
Taken from [59]
4.1 BW4, Small Angle X-ray Scattering Beamline
The beamline BW4 is located at the DORIS storage ring at HASYLAB. It was de-
signed as an ultrasmall-angle x-ray scattering (USAXS) instrument. The energy
of the focused beam could be tuned in the range from 4 to 12 keV. Scattering vec-
tor obtained by the instrument at 8 keV and sample detector distance of 12m are
in the range from 0.0016 to 0.05 nm−1 [60]. The x-rays at BW4 are produced by
a wiggler (19 periods). Its K value is 13.2. The x-ray beam is monochromatized
by a fixed exit double Si(111) monochromator and focused horizontally and verti-
cally using a fixed cylindrical and a plane mirror with a mirror bender, respectively
(see Figure 4.1). The distance between the collimating slits is about Lcoll = 9m.
After an upgrade in 2003 new options at BW4 appeared which include dedicated
(GI)SAXS setups with sample to detector distances LSD = 1.8, 2.3 and 4 m with
a fixed detector position determined by the fixed focal plane of the standard mirror
geometry [61].
The summary for various SAXS setups can be found in the table 4.1. These
setups are characterized by the sample-detector distances LSD, the corresponding
minimum and maximum detectable lengths scales (dmin, dmax), and primary beam
size.
The standard beam-size of 400× 400µm2 is produced by the slit collimation
system together with the two focusing mirrors. Details on the microfocused beam
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LSD (m) dmin (nm) dmax (nm) Beam size (µm2)
SAXS 1.8 3 90 400× 400
3.8 5 181 400× 400
GISAXS 2.3 3 300 400× 400
USAXS 8 10 450 400× 400
12.4 30 650 400× 400
GIUSAXS 12.7 30 > 7000 400× 400
µ-SAXS 2.3 3 100 65× 35
µ-GISAXS 2.3 3 > 400 65× 35
Table 4.1: Overview of the different SAXS configurations at BW4.
can be found in [61].
A commercial CCD detector (MARCCD 165 [62]) is used at BW4. The active
area of the detector is 165mm in diameter which is reduced with glass fiber taper
(2:7:1 demagnification ratio) to the CCD chip area having 2048 × 2048 pixels,
each of 79.1µm size. A CCD chip is cooled down to −70oC to reduce the dark
current and the readout noise per pixel. Typical flux at sample at 8 keV is 1012
photons/sec. The maximum integrated counts which detector can hold are reduced
to 65535.
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Figure 4.2: D22 SANS machine (schematic).Taken from [63].
4.2 D22, Small Angle Neutron Scattering Setup
In Figure 4.2 a schematical representation of D22 beamline in ILL, Grenoble is
given. A relatively narrow wavelength band (normally 10%) is chosen by a As-
trium velocity selector from the neutrons leaving the horizontal cold source. Other
wavelength resolutions (from 8 to 20%) can be obtained by manually rotating the
selector. The selector has a 25 cm long rotating drum with helical lamellae shaped
in a three-dimensional mould. The maximal speed is 28300 rpm filtering a wave-
length of about 0.45 nm.
The collimator is a vacuum vessel in which the divergence of the neutrons
is adjusted by a system of apertures and neutron guide segments. The optimum
with respect to resolution and intensity is obtained if both apertures (one aper-
ture directly in front of the sample) determining the divergence of the beam have
the same distance as the sample from the detector. The virtual source-to-sample
distance is chosen by a collimation system consisting of eight sections. Each sec-
tion comprises three tubes, any one of which can be positioned on the beam axis.
One tube contains a neutron guide of 40× 55mm; the second is equipped with an
antiparasitic aperture.
A removable transmission polarisation mirror has been installed in the selector
bunker, and a radio-frequency spin flipper close to the sample zone. Tests with a
3He polariser cell have been perform to allow for polarisation analysis.
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Figure 4.3: KWS2 SANS machine (schematic). Taken from [64].
The sample equipment consists of a remotely controlled XYZ and rotation
table and an Eulerian cradle for mounting devices for working in air (e.g. sample
changer, shear and stopped-flow apparatus, electro-magnets) or in vacuum.
D22 possesses the largest area multidetector (3He) of all small-angle scatter-
ing instruments (active area 1m2), with a pixel size of 0.75 × 0.75cm. It moves
inside a 2.5 m wide and 20 m long vacuum tube providing sample-to-detector dis-
tances of 1.1 m to 17.6 m. D22 thus covers a total q range of 4×10−4 to 0.44 A˚−1
(no detector offset) or 0.85 A˚−1 (with detector offset) in standard conditions.
4.3 KWS-2, Small Angle Neutron Scattering Setup
In total there are 19 neutron guide segments each of 1m length. Adjustable en-
trance apertures are at positions of 1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 18 and 20 m from the sample. The
active aperture is directly at the end of the neutron guide system and determines
the collimation length. The area of the neutron guides is 4.5× 3.5cm2.
The detector tube is 22 m in length and 1.5 m in diameter. The detector can
be moved continuously from a distance of 1.25 m to 20 m from the sample. Addi-
tionally, the detector can be moved in two directions perpendicular to the neutron
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beam axis by 4 cm in order to adjust the neutron beam so that it is always in the
middle of the detector. For the primary beam, a 7 × 7 cm2 large beam absorber
is fixed in the middle of the front of the active area of the detector, which ensures
that only scattered neutrons are detected. Within the beam absorber there is a
3He monitor to measure unscattered neutrons and thus allows one to determine
the transmission through the sample.
KWS-2 used a 2-dimensional gas detector system which is filled with 3He.
The neutron is absorbed by an 3He gas atom. This process produce proton and
tritium ions which cause an ionization cloud where the neutron was absorbed.
The ions, being accelerated by an electric field produce by a secondary ioniza-
tion process an avalanche of ions. The signal at the anode is caused by elec-
trons only, because they achieve much larger acceleration according to their small
mass. The voltage pulse on the anode determines the position of absorption. Two-
dimensional detector consists of two perpendicularly arranged wire lattices from
which by coincidence measurements the position of the absorbed neutron is de-
termined.
Another type of detector which was used last on KWS-2 setup is a scintillation
detector or so-called Anger camera. An important advantage of this detector is the
large detection probability compared to gas detector. More detailed information
about detectors can be found in [65].
The reactor in Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich was shut down and KWS-2 was
moved to experimental hall of FRM II in Mu¨nchen.
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Figure 4.4: Top view ot the HADAS Reflectometer (schematic). Taken from [66].
4.4 HADAS, Neutron Reflectometer
The Neutron Reflectometer with Polarization Analysis HADAS [66] has been de-
signed for the investigation of layered structures for magnetoelectronic applica-
tions. The reflection of polarized neutrons allows one to determine individually
the scattering length density and the modulus and the direction of the magnetiza-
tion vector of buried layers. Furthermore the instrument offers the unique possibil-
ity to measure diffuse scattering aside of the specular reflection with polarization
analysis. With this technique, it is possible to investigate magnetic roughness and
the formation of magnetic domains in thin layered structures. The instrument can
also be used with unpolarized neutrons with higher intensity. In this operation
mode, HADAS can measure e.g. density profiles and structures of solid polymer
layers or allows one to perform characterization of neutron optical elements. In
figure 4.4 a schematic representation of a HADAS reflectometer is shown. For
polarized neutron reflectometry, the incident beam on the sample needs to be de-
fined in wavelength, direction and polarization. After the reflection the neutrons
are detected according to their direction and polarization. The beam is monochro-
matized using a double monochromator with pyrolytic graphite crystals. The neu-
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trons with the intended wavelength are reflected out of the neutron guide by the
first crystal. The second crystal reflects them back parallel to the neutron guide.
The direction of the beam is defined by two motorized slits, which limit the hor-
izontal divergence and the width of the beam (unpolarized neutrons, green ray in
the scheme). In the vertical direction, the beam is focused on the sample position
(by the first monochromator crystal) to have maximum intensity. Shifting of the
second monochromator crystal and of the two collimation slits allows one to select
a second path of the beam to guide a polarized beam to the same sample position
(red ray) via a polarizing supermirror. The sample can be adjusted by 6 degrees
of freedom in whatever direction necessary. After reflection on the sample, the
neutron beam passes the spin flipper and the polarization analyzer to reach the
position sensitive detector. The 2-dimensional position sensitive detector makes
it possible to observe specular reflectivity and offspecular scattering in parallel.
The detector arm can be rotated around the sample position. An adjustable beam-
stop in front of the polarization analyzer shields the fraction of the primary beam
that hits the sample. The beam travels through He in front of the sample and
through vacuum between sample and detector to reduce the intensity losses and
background associated with air scattering.
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4.5 Sample Preparation
4.5.1 Self-organized Polymer Films
The polystyrene-polybutadiene (dPS-PB) diblock copolymers used in this study
were synthesized by anionic polymerization, which detailed description can be
found in [67]. Spin-coated films were prepared on Si(100)- wafers terminated
with a native silicon oxide layer. The wafers were cleaned by treating them with an
acetone and ultrasonic bath for few hours and by rinsing them with toluene. The
polymers were dissolved in toluene together with ∼ 1% of antioxidant Irganox
(relative to the polymer mass) to prevent cross-linking of the PB blocks during
further treatment. Solutions with polymer concentration from 0.5% to 10% wt/wt
(weight/weight) were deposited onto the Si-wafers until these were completely
wet, then the wafers were rotated at 3000 rpm for 30 s. After spin-coating poly-
mer films were in the disordered state. In order to receive different phases of
dPS-PB blocks three different molecular weights of the polymer were used. One
can find details for the used polymers in the table 4.2. To drive the films towards
equilibrium, i.e. to provide microphase separaton, samples were kept in Ar atmo-
sphere at a temperature of 130oC for up to one day. Longer annealing times and
higher annealing temperatures were avoided because of the thermal instability of
the PB block [68]. The last sample in table 4.2 was obtained from Polymer Source
Inc. [69].
Phase diblock copolymer Mw(g/mol) PDI(Mw/Mn) wtPS wtPB
lamellar dPS-hPB(54/46) 165000 1.05 0.545 0.455
cylindrical dPS-hPB(15/85) 65000 1.05 0.154 0.846
spherical PS-PB(87/13) 70000 1.05 0.871 0.129
Table 4.2: Molecular weights and compositions of the (d)PS-PB diblock copolymers,
where Mw is a molecular weight, PDI - polydispersity, obtained by gel permeation chro-
matography (GPC), wtPS, wtPB - volume fractions of the polystyrene and polybutadiene
chains.
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4.5.2 Interference Lithography
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Figure 4.5: Schematic representation of optical interference lithography experimental
configuration with an Ar-ion laser operating at a wavelength of 457.8 nm.
In this section we will discuss Interference Lithography technique principles.
The scheme of the interferometer setup can be seen in figure 4.5. After shutter
1 the laser beam goes through the lens with a pinhole and shutter 2, then it falls
on another system of lens and diaphragm which produce parallel laser rays [70].
After reflection on one of the two mirrors the two rays impinge on a photoresist-
coated substrate and produce interference pattern which is a periodic line pattern.
In order to allow for the exposure of large sample areas, the laser beam is spatially
filtered and expanded to about 30 mm in diameter before beam splitting. The
periodicity P of the line pattern can be varied, when changing the angle α between
the two respective laser beams and the substrate normal via P = λ/(2 sinα). The
setup we used was equipped with an Ar+-ion laser having a wavelength of λ =
457.8 nm, which allowed us to select a certain periodicity P within a wide range
of 300 nm < P < 2000 nm [71]. The fabrication process for the preparation of
large scale periodic magnetic nanostructures consists of the following steps [72].
A positive photoresist (OLIN, HPR-504) is spun onto the Si substrate with a resist
thickness of typically 140 nm, followed by a polymerization of the photoresist at
95oC for about 30 min. The photoresist is then exposed for 16 seconds by the laser
interference pattern. The resist development (OLIN LSI-838284) then produced a
periodic arrangement of shallow moulds (see fig. 4.6).
Not only line pattern structures can be received by interference lithography.
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Figure 4.6: AFM image of a photoresist mask created with interference lithography
(height contrast image, 10 × 10µm). The periodicity of the stripes is about 640 nm
and the depth is 140 nm.
A second exposure with the same interference pattern can be performed after ro-
tating the sample by 90o around an axis normal to the substrate. This results in
a crossed-line interference pattern with periodicity P . This method is useful for
producing periodic arrays of holes, where its average diameter is controlled via
the exposure dose [72]. Another approach for fabricating arrays of holes is
to modify the shape of the incident intensity distribution by interfering more than
two beams. The coherent addition of multiple beams can produce intensity pro-
files that are much sharper than a simple two-beam pattern [73].
4.5.3 Ion Beam Etching
After the interference lithography process and development of the photoresist the
samples have to be etched. Etching is the process of removing regions of the un-
derlying material that are no longer protected by photoresist after development.
The rate at which the etching process occurs is known as the etching rate. The
etching process is said to be isotropic if it proceeds in all directions at the same
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rate. If it proceeds in only one direction, then it is completely anisotropic. The dry
etching technique, like physical sputtering or ion milling, involves purely physical
removal of material by bombarding it with highly energetic but chemically inert
species or ions (Ar ions for instance). Achievable ion energies range from about
30 eV to several keV. These energetic ions collide with atoms of the material as
they hit the material’s surface, dislodging these atoms in the process. Targeting
the layer to be etched with incident ions that are perpendicular to its surface will
ensure that only the material not covered by the mask will be removed. Such a
purely physical process is non-selective, i.e., it also attacks the mask layer cover-
ing the material being etched, since the mask is also directly hit by the bombarding
species. The main problem encountered with ion-beam etching is that backscat-
tered material tends to redeposit around the edges of steep surface features [74].
The backscattering was reduced by using appropriate incident angle of the beam.
Ar ion milling of lithography masks obtained by interference lithography was
performed at an accelerating voltage of 400 V in a vacuum of 4 × 10−2Pa. The
samples were rotated during etching. Additional information and references about
IBE can be found elsewhere [75].
4.6 Atomic Force Microscopy
The central component of the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is a fine tip po-
sitioned at a characteristic small distance from a sample. The height of the tip
above the sample is adjusted by piezoelectric elements. The images are measured
by scanning the sample relative to the probing tip and measuring the forces be-
tween the tip and the sample. This is achieved by mounting the tip on a spring
blade, called cantilever, whose deflection is probed as a function of lateral position
(see figure 4.7). AFM can operate in several modes depending on the registering
forces and tip-sample distance. In the tapping mode, when distances are greater
then 1 nm, van der Waals, electrostatic, magnetic or capillary forces produce im-
ages, whereas in the contact mode, elastic forces take the leading role [47].
The atomic force microscopy is not based on the interaction of individual
atoms. Both the sample and the tip are large compared to the distance between
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Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of atomic force microscope.
them. In order to obtain their interaction all forces between the atoms of both bod-
ies need to be integrated. The result of this integration is known for simple bodies
and geometries. An analytical model for the van der Waals interaction potential
assumes a sphere with radius R, which has a distance z from a half space. The
interaction potential in this case is given by
U = −AR
6
1
z
(4.1)
where A is the so-called Hamaker constant, which is material specific.
In the contact mode the cantilever’s tip touches the surface and follows me-
chanically the topography while scanning. Due to the large tip-sample interac-
tions, this method may modify the surface.
In this work the polymer film surfaces were investigated by AFM in tapping
mode. In this mode, the scanning tip vibrates close to its resonant frequency and
the nominal force constant of the van der Waals potential (the second derivative of
the potential) is exploited. If a tip vibrates at distance z → ∞ then the vibration
frequency and the amplitude are only determined by the nominal force constant
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of the spring. This corresponds to a harmonic potential. When the tip is moved
to the interaction range of the van der Waals potential, the harmonic potential and
the interaction potential are superimposed thus changing the vibration frequency
and the amplitude of the spring. Images recorded at constant damping are height
images. In the same time with the height images, the phase shifts are recorded,
which provide information about contrast between different materials. A phase
contrast between PS and PB blocks is obtained because these materials have dif-
ferent viscoelastic properties at room temperature (PS is a glass, PB is a rubber).
The height images may be affected by the fact that materials with different vis-
coelastic properties are present at the surface, and their detailed shape thus may
be distorted.
The understanding of the phase shift images comes from the Eq. (4.1). In the
tapping mode the height of the tip is fixed by the condition of constant interaction
force constants f1,tip(z1) = f2,tip(z2) which are defined as f ∼ d2Udz2 where the
indices 1 and 2 lable to different materials, e.g. PS and PB. For the material i it
is given as fi,tip ∼ Ai,tip/z3i . Then, approximating the Hamaker constant of the
material i as Ai,tip ≈ (Ai × Atip)0.5 yields a condition
z1
z2
=
(
A1
A2
) 1
6
(4.2)
Eq. (4.2) illustrates that in the case of different materials on the surface a
distance change occurs in AFM measurements, but this change is neglected in
the case of a strong height modulations on the surface. That’s why phase shifts
images are usefull in the case of flat or near flat surfaces containing different
materials[47].
We studied surface of prepared polymer thin films by two AFM setups:
NanoScope E AFM/STM from VEECO and ULTRAObjective SIScanPanel from
SIS GmbH. The sample holder of Nanoscope setup allows one to measure sam-
ples with dimensions not bigger then 1× 1 cm2. For both setups standard Si tips
were used with width of about 50 µm. An analisys of the obtained images were
made by the software applied to the setups.
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With AFM it is possible to estimate a thickness of the film made from soft ma-
terial, like polymers, for example. To measure it one has to make a straight scretch
in the film with a razor blade. The depth of obtained scretch can be measured by
AFM. This gives an approximate thickness of the film.
The average lateral distances between nanostructures on the surface can be
obtained by developing a power spectral dnsity of the AFM image.
Power spectral density (PSD) describes how the power of a signal is distributed
with frequency. In other words, PSD shows at which frequencies variations are
strong and at which frequencies variations are weak. The PSD is defined as the
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, R(τ), of the signal if the signal
can be treated as a stationary random process.
This results in the formula,
PSD(k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
R(τ) e−2pi i f τ dτ (4.3)
where k is a frequency and is given by wavelength as f = 1/λ everywhere in
this work.
Chapter 5
Experimental Results
5.1 Phase Separated Diblock Copolymers
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In this chapter we will consider three types of structures which were devel-
oped by self-organization of diblock copolymers thin films (see section 4.5.1).
All samples were investigated by atomic force microscope and scattering meth-
ods such as neutron reflectometry, GISANS and GISAXS. The results obtained by
AFM and scattering methods will be compared. To analyse data from GISAXS
and GISANS experiments we will use two approaches: structure factor smeared
by resolution function described in section 3.3 and intensity calculations obtained
by DWBA theory.
5.1.1 Diblock Copolymers: Lamellar Phase
The first diblock copolymer which we will consider is dPS-hPB(54/46) (see ta-
ble 4.2 for details). The copolymer consist of two blocks “dPS” and “PB” where
“dPS” block is a deuterated polystyrene and “PB“ is a hydrogenated polybuta-
diene. A thin film was prepared from the 3% polymer solution in toluene as
described in section 4.5.1.
The surface structure of samples containing lamellar microdomains has
previously been studied by surface replica transmission electron microscope
(TEM)[76], cross-sectional TEM[77],[78], low-voltage high resolution scanning
electron microscopy (LVHRSEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM)[79].
The main disadvantage of the TEM measurements is that the phase contrast be-
tween polymer PS and PB blocks is small, the polymer film has to be prestained by
OsO4 which is a toxic substance. The double bonds of PB are selectively oxidized
with OsO4, stained PB parts look darker on the TEM micrographs. Since staining
can modify the characteristics of morphology (such as lamellar period)[80], it is
desirable to confirm TEM data from stained samples with the data from unstained
samples performed with another microscopy or scattering technique. Among mi-
croscopy techniques the most simple to perform nowadays is the atomic force
microscope which can be used for the structure morphology determination on the
surface of the film (see section 4.6).
In this study we investigated the lamellar phase of the diblock copolymer thin
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films combining the direct surface method such as AFM and the average scattering
methods such as reflectivity for the analysis of the interior of the film and Graz-
ing Incidence Small Angle Neutron Scattering (GISANS) for the lateral structure
investigation. The AFM images (height and phase contrasts) are shown in Fig.
5.1.
One can see that lamellar microdomains of PS and PB exhibit nearly equal
width, consistent with the volume fraction of 54/46%. The phase picture show
the contrast due to the different viscosity of PS and PB block. The average period
of the lamellar structure obtained from the power spectral density analysis of the
height image, shown in figure 5.2, is 90.95± 0.55 nm.
The experimental reflectivity profile is shown in figure 5.3. The reflectiv-
ity measurements were performed on the HADAS reflectometer (see section 4.4)
at the neutron reactor experimental hall at Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich. A double
monochromator was used to select neutrons of wavelength λ = 4.52 A˚ with a
resolution ∆λ/λ = 1.1%. Slit collimators reduced the angular divergence to ca.
0.01o. The polymer film was prepared on 2 inch substrate. Each point was mea-
sured for 150 sec. The maximum of integrated monitor counts is 161437. As one
can see the profile consists of Kiessig fringes only, there is no Bragg peaks which
can be expected in the case of lamellar structure parallel to the substrate plane
[81]. It means that lamellae are oriented mostly perpendicular and form a thick
(compared to the whole thickness) averaged layer.
The fits of experimental reflectivity curve, presented in figure 5.3 were ob-
tained by the program Parratt32 [82]. It was found that the best model for the
system is a model based on two layers. The first layer which covers a Si substrate
with native oxide is the thickest one. It defines a position of the critical angle
of total reflection and produces Kiessig fringes with high frequency observed on
experimental curve. One can see a damping of fringes near the qz = 0.025 A˚
−1
.
Such a damping can occur if a thin layer is presented in the system.
First fit (see figure 5.3) was made for two homogeneous layers with rough
interfaces. Fitted parameters for layers are presented in table 5.1. During the fit
parameters of a substrate and its oxide layer were fixed.
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layer thickness, A˚ SLD(ρ), A˚−2 Roughness, σ, A˚ αc, deg.
1 303 4.93× 10−6 78 0.32
2 1154 3.45× 10−6 81 0.27
SiO2 25 3.48× 10−6 1 0.27
Si ∞ 2.073× 10−6 5 0.21
Table 5.1: Two layers model used for the fitting of the reflectivity data (see Fig. 5.3).
The fit was obtained by the Parratt method. The estimated standard deviation of obtained
values is about 10%.
A qz resolution was taken into account during the fit and substrate and Si oxide
parameters were fixed. A strong damping of the fringes at high angles, which
occurs on the theoretical curve due to the huge roughness of the first layer, is in a
bad agreement with experiment.
layer thickness, A˚ SLD(ρ), A˚−2 Roughness, σ, A˚ αc, deg.
1 266 5.28× 10−6 80 0.34
2 1219 3.86× 10−6 108 0.29
SiO2 25 3.48× 10−6 1 0.27
Si ∞ 2.073× 10−6 5 0.21
Table 5.2: Two layers model and stack was used for the fitting of the reflectivity data (see
Fig. 5.3). The fit was obtained by the Parratt method. Parameter of decaying ξ = 290.
The estimated standard deviation of obtained values is about 10%.
Unfortunately, all models with homogeneous layers failed for this experiment
curve. Much better results were obtained by using an analytical profile function.
The profile between air and the first layer was introduced by stack of layers (44
layers with 5 nm thickness) with decaying of the profile with function f(z) =
exp(−z/ξ), where ξ was a fitting parameter and number of stacking layers and
their thicknesses were fixed parameters. The model is given in table 5.2. In figure
5.4 a comparison of two profile functions is given. As can be seen the stack
with decaying function define the layer with inhomogeneous SLD profile which
is ∼ 10−7 A˚−2 near the surface of the film (z = 0). The second model removed
a fast damping of the fringes at high qz but at the same time gave rough solution
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near the critical angle of total reflection.
component chemical formula density, g/cm3 SLD, A˚−2
dPS C8D8 1.12 6.40× 10−6
PB C4H6 0.89 0.41× 10−6
dPS-hPB(54/46%) C8D8-C4H6 0.98 3.93× 10−6
Table 5.3: The chemical formula, mass density and scattering length density for neutrons
expected for the dPS-hPB(54/46%) diblock copolymer. SLD values of atoms were taken
from [83]
Theoretically calculated SLD for the polymers are presented in table 5.3 and
are shown in profile graph 5.4. The SLD of the first layer is about 20% less than
theoretically predicted value of SLD for dPS. AFM height image 5.1 show that
lamellae (light parts) are ”lifted“ up comparing to the rest of the polymer (dark
parts). If there is an air between upper and lower parts and upper part is presented
mostly by dPS than the first layer will have averaged SLD which is less than a
scattering length density of the dPS.
Taking into account described situations and AFM images we build an approx-
imate model of the system which is depicted in figure 5.5.
The grazing incidence small angle neutron scattering measurements were car-
ried out at the KWS-2 beamline, experimental hall of Forschungszentrum Juelich
neutron reactor. The wavelength was λ = 7.3 A˚ with resolution ∆λ/λ = 10%.
The collimators and detector-sample distance was 10 m which gave us the qy range
[-0.022, 0.022]A˚−1 enough for registering diffraction peaks from the lateral struc-
ture with the period of about 100 nm, shown by AFM. The second slit was set to
1×5 mm2, according to the x and y axes of laboratory coordinate system (see fig-
ure 3.20) to cover as much sample width as possible. The first slit had dimesions
of 30× 45 mm2. GISANS measurements were carried out at αi = 0.45o for film
of the dPS-hPB(54/45%) block copolymer for 60 min. This incident angle is near
the critical angle of total reflection of the polymer which was found performing a
scan at different incident angles and registering the integrated monitor counts. It is
in a good agreement with the theoretically calculated critical angle (αc ≈ 0.47o).
At the same time it is above the critical angle of total reflection of the substrate
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which is 0.34o. In this regime the penetration depth is not high and we register
only lateral correlations of the structured layer.
Figure 5.6 shows the 2D GISANS pattern obtained for the diblock copolymer
described above. The GISANS pattern contains some diffraction spots. Taking
into account the diffraction spots due to the presence of the two neutron beams, i.e.
the transmitted and reflected beams (see figure 3.8), we can analyze the GISANS
pattern.
Apart from the specularly reflected beam and transmitted beam, the off-
specular scattering, containing information on the lamellar structure of the diblock
copolymer film, is detected. The reflected part contains a off-specular scattering
peak of the first order from the lateral correlation of perpendicular lamellar. The
peak is indicated as R1. The transmitted part also contains information. The off-
specular scattering of the transmitted part contains Bragg rods (T1), which both
with R1 spot correspond to the lamellar period. The period was calculated by
slicing the reflected spots parallel to a 2θf axis. The fit of the slice with three
Gaussian functions (see figure 5.6b) gave the position of the spots maximum from
which one can find taking into account sample-detector distance, pixel resolu-
tion and wavelength spread that ∆qy = 6.29 × 10−3 ± 6 × 10−5 A˚−1 and finally
llam = 2pi/∆qy = 100± 1 nm.
The intensity profile of the Bragg rods along qz contains information on the
extension of the lamellae along the film normal. The lamellar structure of PS-
PB diblock copolymers thin films was previously investigated in [84]. Diblock
copolymer thin films with low and high molar masses and different thickness were
probed by the AFM and GISAXS techniques [68]. Thin films from the low molar
mass polymer (Mn = 22.6 kg/mol) formed lamellar structure parallel to the
substrate surface for both thin and thick films. The high molecular weight (Mn =
183 kg/mol) polymer films developed perpendicular lamellae for thin films and
mixed structure with tilted lamellae for thick films (see figure 5.7). In the case of a
mixed lamellae structure the Bragg rods due to the lateral correlation were on the
image as well as the ring due to the tilted lamellae around the specular reflection.
Our study is in a good agreement with work [84]. AFM measurements shown
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that we obtained a perpendicular lamellar morphology as we used a high molecu-
lar weight diblock copolymer. In GISANS pattern there is no rings along αi + αf
axis due to the tilted lamellae. Thus we can conclude that lamellae are preferably
perpendicular.
The model of the off-specular scattering from the perpendicular lamellar in the
second layer, given in table 5.2, is presented in figure 5.8. The lamellar structure
was assumed to have perfect rectangular shape. The cross-section was calculated
by Distorted Wave Born Approximation, described in section 3.2. The intensity
was found by solving the integral 3.62. The resolution function was calculated
with respect to the randomly oriented lamellae (see section 3.3). As the incident
angle αi = 0.45◦ is near the critical angle of total reflection the penetration depth
is small and thickness modulations are weak. Increasing an incident angle up to
0.5◦ considerably changes the pattern thickness oscillations which are defined by
a transverse part of the form-factor (eq. 3.47). Obtained simulations perfectly
describes intensity features in reflection and transmission hemispheres. The only
problem occurs near αi + αf = 0. From the first glance it looks like the Yoneda
peaks are shifted upper on experimental pattern. One has to take into account that
we didn’t consider in our model the first layer and stack which define a decreasing
of scattering length density. The effect of these layers has to be taken into account.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: AFM images from the dPS-hPB(54/46) polymer film: (a) height contrast; (b)
phase contrast of the same sample. Differences in the color scale correspond to different
blocks of the diblock copolymer.
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Figure 5.2: Power spectral density obtained from the height AFM image (see figure 5.1).
The center of the peak position, obtained by fitting the curve with a Lorentzian function,
gives an average period of the structure, which is 90.95± 0.55 nm. f -frequency of AFM
signal modulations.
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Figure 5.3: The neutron reflectivity curve (empty circles) and fits (solid lines) for the
lamellar phase diblock copolymer sample dPS-hPB(54/45). The fit models are presented
in the tables 5.1 and 5.2
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Figure 5.4: Profiles of the fit models presented in the tables 5.1 and 5.2.
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substrate
dPS
Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of lamellar structure of dPS-hPB(54/46) diblock
copolymer.
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Figure 5.6: (a) GISANS pattern measured at αi = 0.45o for an ∼ 1700 nm thick dPS-
hPB(54/45) film deposited on a silicon substrate. R and T indicate the diffraction peaks
due to the reflected and transmitted beams respectively; the index 1 indicates the (10)
Bragg reflection and s and p corresponds to the specularly reflected and primary beams,
respectively; (b) Slice of the reflected spots taken parallel to the 2θf axis, the fit has been
done with three Gaussian functions. From the peak center the average lamellar structure
period was obtained (llam = 2pi/∆qy = 100 ± 10 nm)
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Figure 5.7: Schematic representation of lamellar structure of diblock copolymer. (a)
perpendicular to the substrate,(b) tilted lamellae.
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Figure 5.8: GISANS pattern calculated by the DWBA for the second layer which param-
eters are presented in table 5.2.
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5.1.2 Diblock Copolymers: Cylindrical Phase
Z
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b
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qz
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(01)
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(b)
Figure 5.9: Schematic representation of the hexagonal packing of lying cylinders formed
by the minor block of the diblock copolymer. (a) Real space unit cell with vectors a and
b. (b) hexagonal unit cell in reciprocal space with vectors a∗ and b∗. For a hexagonal
lattice a = b and the angle between them is α = 120◦, qx, qy axes correspond to sample
coordinate system (see figure 3.7). Cylinders are lying along qx and have a large length,
compared to the lattice period.
The cylindrical phase of different diblock copolymers was investigated previ-
ously in a series of works[85, 86, 87, 88]. For different type of diblock copolymers
it was found [85], [75] that under equilibrium conditions, the cylindrical phase oc-
curs when the volume percentage of the minority component is between 15 and
35. In the case in which cylindrical microdomains of the minority component are
formed, hexagonally packed arrays are observed.
The cylindrical phase which we will consider in this section in general can be
described by the two dimensional hexagonal lattice shown in figure 5.9.
It is known [85] that in the bulk samples the air interface, schematically shown
in figure 5.10, consists of regions of several types. The free surface influence on
the position of the molecular chains, this leads to the region progressing from
the surface (z = 0) with distorted hexagonal lattice. The depth to which this
preferential surface segregation occurs is denoted z2. The same behavior can be
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Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of the idealized structures expected to occur as a
function of distance from the surface in block copolymer bulk samples. Reproduced from
[85].
expected for thin polymer films, as will be shown in this section.
Surface effects should be taken into account in thin polymer films. The sit-
uation can be idealized for very small thicknesses, where the block copolymer
has been confined between two parallel infinite surfaces. When thickness is very
small, preferential segregation of the block with the lowest surface tension should
be observed in the film; or a mixed single phase state may be observed. As thick-
ness is increased, a “two-dimensional“ structure should be observed, correspond-
ing to the surface ordering of the microdomains.
In the present study we will discuss the cylindrical phase of the dPS-
hPB(15/85) (Mn = 65kg/mol) diblock copolymer thin films on the Si substrate
with native oxide.
The structure investigation was made by atomic force microscope and grazing
incidence small angle neutron and X-ray scattering. Varying the concentration of
the polymer solution in toluene from 1%wt/wt up to 10%wt/wt we prepared films
with different thicknesses. For every film AFM shows the same result, prefer-
ably lying cylinders. Figure 5.11a shows the typical AFM height image for the
cylindrical phase of the dPS-hPB(15/85) diblock copolymer thin films. From the
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Figure 5.11: (a) AFM image from the dPS-hPB(15/85) polymer film, height contrast of
the 50 nm thick film. (b)Power spectral density obtained from the height AFM image. The
center of the peak position, obtained by fitting the curve with a Lorentzian function, gives
an average period of the structure, which is 44.36 ± 0.82 nm.
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AFM image it is hard to determine the morphology exactly. It can be as well as
perpendicular lamellar or laying cylinders in the plane of the substrate. To get
information about the interior of the film the GISANS experiment was performed.
An average period between cylinders on the film surface is 44.36 ± 0.82 nm. It
was obtained from power spectral density of the height image (see figure 5.11b).
Thicknesses of the polymer films were estimated by AFM as described in section
4.6.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 shows GISANS patterns obtained for an 100 nm thick
dPS-hPB(15/85) film for different incident angles. GISANS measurements were
performed on D22 SANS machine in the experimental hall of the ILL neutron
reactor (Grenoble, France). The sample detector distance and collimation distance
were set to 17.6 m. The size of the detector pixel is 7.5mm, together with a
wavelength of 6 A˚ (∆λ/λ = 10%) it gave us the qy resolution of about 8.3 ×
10−4 A˚−1. Beam size was set by the first and the second slits sizes, which are 40×
50 mm2 and 0.5 × 10 mm2, respectively, according to the laboratory coordinate
system (see figure 3.20). Polymer films were spin-coated onto Si substrate which
was 1 inch in diameter.
At αi = 0.1o the incident beam is below the calculated critical angle of total
reflection of the film, which is αc ≈ 0.25o and of the substrate (αc ≈ 0.28o).
The intensity is poor but anyway the ring around the primary beam is seen very
well. Additionally there are Bragg rods apart the center of the image and above
the ring corresponding to the average period of the structure. The ring, called
Debye-Scherrer ring (indicated as A), link the diffraction spots from the same
family of lattice planes with different orientations (see figure 5.14). At αi = 0.3o
the penetration depth of the beam significantly increases and the intensity of the
diffracted beam grows. Near αi + αf = 0.0◦ one can see the shadow from the
sample, which position depends on the incident angle. Theoretical description of
the sample shadow is given in section 3.2.
Increasing the incident angle we split two scattering processes due to the trans-
mitted and reflected beam, at the same time the reflected part becomes less intense
and at high incident angle it is weak. The average distance between cylinders was
found by fitting of the slice of GISANS pattern shown in figure 5.15.
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(b) αi = 0.3o, Imax = 2.11× 106
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(c) αi = 0.6o, Imax = 2.82× 106
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(d) αi = 0.8o, Imax = 1.11× 106
Figure 5.12: GISANS patterns measured at different incident angles for an 100 nm thick
dPS-PB(15/84) film deposited on a Si substrate. R and T indicate the diffraction spots
due to the reflected and transmitted beams respectively. Time of exposure is 2000 s for
each image. Imax-the value of the maximum integrated counts on the detector.
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Figure 5.13: GISANS patterns measured at different incident angles for an 100 nm thick
dPS-PB(15/84) film deposited on a Si substrate. R and T indicate the diffraction spots
due to the reflected and transmitted beams respectively. Time of exposure is 2000 s for
each image. Imax-the value of the maximum integrated counts on the detector.
qz
qy
Figure 5.14: Two sets of possible rotations of the hexagonal lattice. Debye-Scherrer
ring in GISANS patterns corresponds to the full set of rotations around qx-axis which is
perpendicular to the image.
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Figure 5.15: A fit of the slice from the GISANS pattern (αi = 0.6◦). Position of peaks give
∆q = 0.15 ± 0.015 A˚−1 which correspond to the period between cylinders l = 2pi∆q =
42± 2 nm.
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Figure 5.16: (a)GISANS pattern measured at αi = 1.0o for an 100 nm thick dPS-
PB(15/84) film deposited on a Si substrate. (b) Simulated diffraction spots smeared by
resolution function R(〈qy〉, 〈qz〉) with refraction corrections for transmitted and reflected
beams. T1, T2 and T3 in transmission hemisphere as well as R1, R2 and R3 in reflection
hemisphere can be indexed as (10), (11) and (20), respectively. The rectangular shows
detector ranges on the experimental pattern.
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At αi = 1.00 and αi = 1.20 the diffraction spots around the primary beam
are denoted as T1 and T2, the Debye-Scherrer ring links all possible rotations of
the lattice. The diffraction spots positions can be predicted using the structure
factor of the lattice smeared by the resolution function. The same approach was
used in works [54, 89], where authors defined only spots positions on the detec-
tor. Instrumental smearing allows one to get simulated pattern which is closer to
reality.
Since q space is distorted in GISANS by refraction and reflection effects, the
relation between the detector plane expressed as the Cartesian coordinate defined
by two perpendicular axes (i.e. by the in-plane exit angle 2θf and the out-of-plane
exit angle αf ) and the reciprocal lattice points is needed. The two wave vectors kz,i
and kz,f are corrected for refraction as k0
√
n2 − cos2 αi and k0
√
n2 − cos2 αf ,
respectively, n is the refractive index of the polymer film. Taking this into account
in expressions for q-vectors, given by 3.33, the two sets of diffraction peaks that
result from the incoming and outgoing neutron beams are given at the exit angles
by the following expression
αf = arccos(
√
n2 − ( τz
k0
±
√
n2 − cos2 αi)2) (5.1)
where τc,z
k0
>
√
n2 − cos2 αi. In Eq. 5.1 the positive sign denotes diffraction
peaks produced by the outgoing beam, and the negative sign denotes diffraction
peaks produced by the transmitted beam. The in-plane exit angle 2θf can be
expressed as follows
2θf = arccos(
cos2 αi + cos
2 αf − ( τ‖k0 )2
2 cosαi cosαf
) (5.2)
Therefore, diffraction spots detected on the detector plane in GISANS can be
directly compared to those derived using Eqs. 5.1, 5.2 from an appropriate model
and thus analyzed in terms of the model. In both equations the τ is a lattice vector
in reciprocal space.
Figure 5.16 shows the GISANS pattern measured at αi = 1.0o and diffraction
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Figure 5.17: GISANS pattern calculated with αi = 1.0◦ and αc = 0.25◦ for HEX struc-
tured microdomains randomly oriented along the cylinder axis in the film plane. The
rectangular shows detector ranges on the experimental pattern.
spots from the hexagonal lattice (see figure 5.9) with lattice parameter a = 420 A˚.
The diffraction spots are indexed with hk indices: T1, R1 as (10) reflection; T2,
R2 as reflection from (11) plane. R3 and T3-(20) reflection, are out of detector q-
range. As one can see T1 and R1 are overlapped. In GISANS experiment pattern
this peak is positioned exactly at the position of the sample shadow and can not
be observed. There are only weak intensity enhancements in transmission and
reflection hemispheres. The broadening of diffraction spots with increasing of the
scattering angles is defined by ∆λ/λ contribution to the resolution function. Only
this contribution depends on q-vector.
The averaging in qx, qy plane for nanometer scale structures was discussed in
section 3.2. It was found that in the case of GISANS experiment Ewald sphere
crosses reciprocal lattice along qx axis far away from the detector qx ranges (see
figure 3.26). Taking this into account we find a solution for rotated lattice in qy, qz
plane (see figure 5.17). The rotations of the lattice vector are represented mathe-
matically with Euler rotation matrix (see appendix A). The calculated scattering
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pattern clearly shows diffraction rings T1, R1, T2 ,R2 and even T3, R3 which char-
acterize HEX-structured microdomains randomly oriented along the cylinder axis
in the film plane. One can see that diffraction rings of the transmitted beam (T2),
which correspond to (11) reflection and the second order ring T3, which corre-
sponds to (20) reflection, occur in reflection hemisphere as well as rings due to
the reflected beam with the same order (R2,R3)in transmission hemisphere. In
scattering experiment on the real sample, which structure has a finite correlation
length these rings are very weak and are not detected.
One can see that the period of cylinders obtained by AFM (44.36± 0.82 nm)
and the period of hexagonal lattice obtained by the GISANS method (42± 2 nm)
are in a good agreement. For lattice description we used an ideal hexagonal lattice.
The peak positions were simulated by substituting the lattice parameter obtained
from the GISANS. The best results were obtained for the critical angle of total
reflections of the polymer film αc = 0.25o, which is equal to the calculated value.
There are a little deviations in the peak positions and peak widths in the direc-
tion of the vertical axis compared to experimental data, but one has to keep in
mind that for the model we used ideal Bragg peaks smeared by the instrumen-
tal resolution only and didn’t take into account mosaicity of the sample and little
distortions of the lattice near the sample surface which can be expected. Taking
into consideration the GISANS patterns calculated for the perfectly oriented and
randomly oriented HEX structures (see figures 5.16 and 5.17), we conclude that
the GISANS patterns in figure 5.12 result from a mixture of preferentially well-
oriented HEX-structured microdomains and randomly oriented around cylinder
axis in film plane.
Sample thickness and microdomains alignment
To investigate how the thickness of the polymer film influence on the alignment
of microdomains we used four samples prepared from different concentration of
the polymer solution with the same spin-coating rotation speed of 3000rpm and
same time for spin coating of 30 sec.
The GISAXS measurements were carried out at the BW4 beamline in HASY-
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Figure 5.18: GISAXS patterns of dPS-hPB(15/85) thin film with different thicknesses.
(a)50nm, (b)250nm, (c)300nm, (d)500nm. αi = 0.2◦. texp-exposure time, Imax- maxi-
mum integrated counts on the detector.
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LAB, Deutsches Electronen Synchrotron (DESY). A monochromized X-ray beam
source with wavelength λ = 1.32 A˚ and a two dimensional charge coupled device
(2D CCD) detector were used with a pixel size of 80 µm. The sample to detector
distance was 2140 mm. Since the intensity of the specular reflection from the
substrate is much stronger than the intensity of GISAXS near the critical angle,
additional beam stops were used to cover the specular beam. The incident angle
αi = 0.2
◦
, which is equal to the critical angle of the substrate (αc = 0.2◦) and
larger than a critical angle of copolymer film (αc = 0.13◦). Data were collected
for 360 s per exposure. The sample size was 1× 1 cm2.
In Figure 5.18 the GISAXS data for four samples with different thickness
is shown. Thickness of the film was measured by AFM. The first sample has
thickness which is about one period of the structure, it means that only one layer
of cylinders is expected and we deal with one dimensional lattice in qy direction,
the same as in the case of randomly oriented lamellae in section 5.1.1. Two Bragg
rods corresponding to the first order peak and the average periodicity of 40±3 nm
are being observed. Two closed maximums at each rod correspond to the Yoneda’s
peaks at the angle of total reflection of the film and the substrate. The second
sample with 250 nm thickness of the polymer film has hexagonal packing structure
nicely ordered compared to other samples. As can be seen on the right side of
Figure 5.18b, the block copolymer film produces several diffraction spots: R1,
R2. These diffraction spots indicate that microdomains with a hexagonally packed
cylinder structure have formed in the diblock copolymer film. Their cylinder axes
lie in the film plane. Using a 2D hexagonal lattice shown in figure 5.9, the R1
and R2 spots can be assigned as the diffraction peaks of the (10) and (11) planes
respectively, which were generated by the reflected X-ray beam.
The GISAXS pattern also contains weak Debye-Scherrer ring, the presence
of this weak diffraction ring indicates that there is only a small population of
hexagonally structured microdomains randomly oriented along the cylinder axis
in the polymer film. The obtained results show that the majority of the HEX-
structured domains are aligned with their (10) planes parallel to the film surface.
This orientation is consistent with the results for Monte Carlo simulations of di-
block copolymer thin films confined between two homogeneous surfaces [90].
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In Figure 5.18c,d the GISAXS patterns for the polymer films with 300nm and
500nm thickness are shown. Only diffraction spots of the first order from the
HEX-packing are observed. These results indicate that as the film thickness in-
creases, the orientations of the HEX-structured microdomains become disturbed.
The fact that for thicker films there is no diffraction spots corresponding to the
(11) reflections, shows that the population of HEX-structured cylinders with (10)
plane parallel to the substrate is decreasing with increasing thickness. This can be
explained by the lattice distortions close to the air surface where even the changing
of the lattice type can be expected.
Taking collectively, the results discussed so far suggest that increased popu-
lation of HEX-structured microdomains oriented with their (10) planes parallel
to the film surface develop in thinner film Above we discussed polymer films
with thicknesses which are equal or more than the average period of the structure.
Interesting results can be found for extremely thin films. It was reported before
[85] that very thin films can also be phase separated into blocks when blocks cover
bottom and up surfaces or the mixed phase can be found too. To check this we
prepared a thin film from a 0.5% concentration of the polymer sample discussed in
this section. The thickness of the polymer film was obtained by AFM and is about
25 nm. In figure 5.19 AFM height contrast image of the polymer film spin coated
onto the Si wafer with native oxide is shown. Taking into account the amount
of blocks in the diblock copolymer we can assign the bright dots as a standing
cylinders of a PS block in the PB block matrix. The period between the cylinders
didn’t change, the analysis (see figure 5.19b) of the AFM image shown that it is
about 43.58± 0.59 nm.
Microdomains alignment by graphoepitaxy methods
In this study we performed GISANS experiments on dPS-hPB(15/85) thin poly-
mer films prepared from a solution with 2% polymer concentration. Polymer was
spin coated onto the pre-structured Si wafer which consist of gratings with the
period of 0.64µm and depth of about 60 nm. Thickness of the polymer was about
100 nm. It was obtained by AFM from the polymer spin coated on a flat substrate.
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Figure 5.19: (a)AFM image from the dPS-hPB(15/85) thin polymer film, height contrast.
The thickness of the film is about 25nm, which is less than the period between cylinders
(≈ 44nm).(b)Power spectral density obtained from the height AFM image. The center
of the peak position, obtained by fitting the curve with a Lorentzian function, gives an
average period of the structure, which is 43.58 ± 0.59 nm.
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Graphoepitaxy method on diblock copolymers was studied in [37], where authors
got nicely ordered cylindrical microdomains along the channel. In our case the
thickness of the film is larger then the depth of Si gratings, thus we expected a
disordering on the surface of the film, but wanted to check whether cylinders are
ordered in the interior of the film.
In Figure 5.20 and 5.21 GISANS patterns measured on D22 SANS instrument
in ILL are shown. The measurements were done at the same conditions as it was
previously described. The Si gratings were aligned along the incident beam, i.e.
lattice vector is perpendicular to the incident beam.
As can be seen, compared to the GISANS data in figure 5.12, the scattering at
the incident angles below the critical angle of total reflection still provides weak
intensity (see Figure 5.20)a). At αi = 0.4o the scattering is still weak, but the
specular reflection has shoulders on both sides of the 2θf angle axis. These shoul-
ders are the part of the ring which one can see at higher incident angles (see Fig.
5.20). As can be seen in figure 3.12 the rectangular gratings lattice in recipro-
cal space produces truncation rods. In our case the periodicity of the structure is
0.64µm. In reciprocal space this corresponds to ∆qy = 2pi
6400 A˚ = 9.8× 10
−4A˚−1.
The qy axis range on the detector is−2.85×10−2 ≤ ∆qy ≤ −2.85×10−2. Within
the calculated qy range the Ewald sphere crosses hundreds of the truncation rods.
Each crossing defines the position of the diffraction spot on the detector. Taking
into account the smearing effects due to unideal shape of the gratings and a finite
mosaicity of the sample structure, we can expect a limited correlation length, i.e.
a limited number of reflections on the detector which are concentrated near the
specular reflection. The radius of the ring is defined by the radius of the Ewald
sphere and by the incident angle. Neutrons incident at smaller values of αi are able
to excite only a small number of diffraction lines and the ring has a very small ra-
dius. The enhancement of intensity in the place where the ring from gratings and
ring from cylinders overlapping shows that the scattering from the gratings and
cylinders can be considered as separate scattering processes.
The simulations of GISANS scattering from Si gratings were made using the
model for ideal rectangular gratings obtained in section 3.2 and are shown in figure
5.22. The parameters of the model are exactly the same as real parameters. A
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Figure 5.20: GISANS patterns measured at different incident angles for an 100 nm thick
dPS-PB(15/84) film deposited on a pre-structured Si wafer. The period of the gratings
is 0.64µm. The ring which crosses the specular reflection and the primary beam corre-
sponds to the scattering from Si gratings. The weaker ring around the primary beam is
a Debye-Scherrer ring which corresponds to the scattering from the polymer film interior
structure.
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specular reflection and primary beam were not modeled. One can see that the
parameters of the ring (radius, thickness modulations, Yoneda peak position) at
all incident angles are the same. In experimental patterns the part of the ring near
the primary beam is intense at all incident angles when the ring due to the reflected
wave is decreasing in intensity with increasing of the incident angle. These effects
are reproduced on simulated patterns and explained by the behavior of the form-
factor, Fresnel coefficients and smearing effects.
In Figure 5.23 GISANS patterns for 100 nm thick dPS-PB(15/84) polymer
film spin-coated onto pre-structured Si wafer with 0.64µm period gratings are
shown. Measurements were made at αi = 1.2◦ incident angle, sample was slightly
rotated in-plane. The ring corresponding to Si gratings significantly moves with
low ξ angles. The rotation takes place around the z-axis of the sample, i.e. it
affects only on the values of the lattice vector coordinates in reciprocal space τx
and τy for each reflection. The rotation of the coordinate system around z-axis
can be described by the Euler rotation matrix (see appendix A).
The off-specular intensity, simulated with DWBA, smeared by instrumental
resolution, explained the behavior of the ring and intensity features. For the data
presented in Figure 5.24a,b,c,d the position of the specular primary beam are in-
dicated as (Rs and Tp). The intensity modulations which are visible in the ring
developed by the transmitted beam and on the reflected part are due to the form-
factor of the rectangular grating (3.58). In Figure 5.20 and 5.23 the spots from
the hexagonal preferred orientation are not present, only a Debye-Scherrer ring is
visible. This means that we have a full set of lattice rotations around qx axis in re-
ciprocal space, i.e. cylinders are fully disordered in the interior of the film and on
the surface (see Figure 5.25). There are a lot of parameters which influence on the
macroscopic alignment of the diblock copolymer blocks. For example, the shape
of the gratings which is not ideal in our case, ratio between width of the channel
and the lateral period between structures shall be integer. Also a thickness of the
polymer film should be less than the depth of the channels.
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Figure 5.21: GISANS patterns measured at different incident angles for an 100 nm thick
dPS-PB(15/84) film deposited on a pre-structured Si wafer. The period of the gratings
is 0.64µm. The ring which crosses the specular reflection and the primary beam corre-
sponds to the scattering from Si gratings. The weaker ring around the primary beam is
a Debye-Scherrer ring which corresponds to the scattering from the polymer film interior
structure.
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Figure 5.22: Simulated GISANS patterns for different incident angles for a pre-structured
Si wafer. The period of the gratings is 0.64µm and depth is 60nm.
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Figure 5.23: (a,b,c,d)GISANS patterns for an 100 nm thick dPS-PB(15/84) film deposited
on a pre-structured Si wafer, measured at αi = 1.2o and different ξ angles which define
the in-plane rotation of the sample. Time of each exposure is 5400 s.
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Figure 5.24: (a,b,c,d)The DWBA model of GISANS patterns for a 0.64µm period Si
gratings with rectangular shape;αi = 1.2o.
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Figure 5.25: AFM image (3 × 3µm) from the dPS-hPB(15/85) thin polymer film spin-
coated on the pre-structured Si wafer (phase contrast). The thickness of the film is about
100nm, which is larger than the depth of the Si channels (60nm).
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5.1.3 Diblock Copolymers: Spherical Phase
The spherical phase is also interesting for the fabrication of nanotemplates for
lithography purposes. This phase we achieved by using PS-PB(87/13) diblock
copolymer with molecular mass Mn = 70kg/mol. For the film preparation we
used 3% concentration solution of the diblock copolymer. The thickness of the
film, obtained by AFM, is 100 nm.
In figure 5.26 AFM height image with PSD curve are presented. The average
period of the structure is 43.69± 0.21 nm. The spheres are hexagonally ordered
along qx and qy axes in reciprocal space. From the AFM picture we cannot say
exactly that polymer was self-organized into spherical phase, the same type of dots
were observed in the case of standing cylinders as it was discussed in the previous
section. But standing cylinders were observed only for film thicknesses below
the value of the structure period. For thicker films there were preferably lying
cylinders. In our case the film thickness is more than the structure period and we
didn’t examine thicker films, but the changes in the microdomain structures that
were found for the cylindrical and lamellar phases are also expected. In the work
[85] the films of PS-PB diblock copolymer were investigated. The polymer films
were produced by placing drops on a carbon-coated glass slide from a very dilute
solution(∼ 0.05wt/vol%) of the particular block copolymer in toluene.
The samples were annealed at 120o C for several hours. Since the sample
was not spin-coated one can expect that its thickness will be inhomogeneous and
there will be a region with thicker part near the center of the droplet and thinner
parts around the droplet. For spherical phase it was found that in the case of
two layers of spheres the top layer can be offset from the bottom layer such that
the spheres in the upper layer are located over the interstitial sites of the lower
layer. In the stacking of hexagonally packed layers, the two equivalent interstitial
sites in each hexagonally packed plane can be used to obtain the familiar stacking
sequences ABABAB of hexagonal closed packed structures, or ABCABCABC of
face-centered cubic structures (see Fig. 5.27)
In Figure 5.28b GISAXS pattern, measured at BW4 beamline with the same
conditions as described in previous section, is shown. One can see nicely aligned
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Figure 5.26: (a) AFM images from the PS-PB(87/13) polymer film, height contrast of
the 100nm thick film, image size 3 × 3µm, average period of spheres is 45nm; (b)Power
spectral density obtained from the height AFM image. The center of the peak position,
obtained by fitting the curve with a Lorentzian function, gives an average period of the
structure, which is 43.69 ± 0.21 nm
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Figure 5.27: Schematic representation of spheres stacking sequences in the interior of
the film: hexagonal closed packed structures ABABAB and face-centered cubic structures
ABCABCABC.
Bragg rods (BR1) and (BR2) which correspond to the reflection from (10) and
(11) planes of ideal hexagonal lattice, respectively. The fit of the slice, shown in
figure 5.28b, result in a second order peak and relative peak positions 1,
√
3 and
2 which are the structural characteristics of hexagonally oriented microdomains
and correspond to reflections from (10), (11) and (20) planes. The average period
of the structure is l = 37.164± 0.053 nm.
The cut of the Bragg rod along αi + αf axis is shown in figure 5.29. One can
see that there is no Bragg reflections along the axis which occur if the lattice has
a period along qz axis in sample coordinate system. Thus, we can conclude that
we have one layer of spheres which are HEX-oriented in qx, qy plane.
Taking into account that the period of the structure (≈ 43 nm) is less than a
thickness of the film (100 nm) we summarize obtained information in schematical
representation of the film (see figure 5.30). Polybutadiene (PB) is a minor com-
ponent and covers both film/air and film/substrate interface and the stack of PB
spheres is located in polystyrene (PS) matrix. This scheme is in a good agreement
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Figure 5.28: (a) GISAXS pattern, measured on BW4 beamline in HASYLAB, DESY from
100 nm thick PS-PB(87/13) polymer film, (αi = 0.5◦). BR1 and BR2 are the Bragg rods
of the (10) and (11) reflections from the hexagonally packed spheres; Y - Yoneda peak. (b)
The fit of the slice taken from GISAXS shows three peaks in positions q0 = 1.691×10−2±
2.× 10−5; A˚−1, q1 = 2.98× 10−2 ± 3× 10−4 and q2 = 3.28× 10−2 ± 3× 10−4; A˚−1.
The ratios q1/q0 ≈
√
3 and q2/q0 ≈ 2. .
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Figure 5.29: A projection of the left Bragg rod in figure 5.28b shows that there is no
intensity modulations due to the lattice period along the qz- axis in the sample coordinate
system (see 3.7).
.
with [91].
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substrate
PB
PB
PB
PS
Figure 5.30: Schematical representation of a cross-section of the diblock copolymer poly-
mer film PS-PB with spheres of a minor component (PB) in a PS matrix. PB also prefer-
entially covers film/air and film/surface interfaces.
.
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5.1.4 Ozonating
In the nanotemplate fabrication one of the most important steps is a selective etch-
ing or removing of one of the blocks of the diblock copolymer. From previous
sections it is clear that the height contrast between two blocks in self-organized
structures is very weak. It is about 5 − 7 nm and is not enough for using thin
polymer films for further lithography processing, i.e. for the preparation of the
solid-state nanostructures. Thus we need a selective etching process for one of
the blocks. For diblock copolymers containing polydienes such as polybutadiene
(PB) or polyisoprene (PI) the ozonating gives a possibility to remove one of the
chains.
Thin films of the copolymer described in previous sections were ozonated.
Ozone was generated using an ozone generator (model OL80W from OzoneLab,
Burton, Canada). The resulting ozone/oxygen mixture was passed through the
glass container with the sample. During reaction, ozone cleaves carbon-carbon
double bonds of PB block, producing low molar mass products that can be re-
moved by water. After passing oxygen/ozone mixture through the reaction cham-
ber, at ambient temperature, the sample was rinsed in the deionized water and
the wafers were left to dry overnight in a vacuum chamber. The production of
ozone depends on the flow of oxygen and the power setting. These was adjusted
to give a flow of 250 ml/min oxygen containing (according to the performance
data supplied by the manufacturer) ∼ 4%wt/wt ozone. The time of ozonating was
30 minutes.
In Figure 5.31 AFM images with height contrast of the 50 nm thick diblock
copolymer film are presented. A 30 minutes ozonating was applied to the sample.
One can see that polymer is completely disorganized on the surface and big pieces
of the polymer were removed with water. This behavior was observed in [92].
Authors studied a cylindrical phase of the PS block in polyisoprene (PI) matrix,
like in our case but for the PB block. PI and PB both belong to polydienes family
of polymers and have double carbon-carbon bonds. Authors investigated by AFM
samples ozonated with different times and have found that at large etching times
ozone destroys PI matrix completely, and PS cylinders together with matrix are
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.31: AFM images from the dPS-hPB(15/84) 50 nm thick polymer film, (a) before
ozonating, (b) after ozonating , 4% wt/wt ozone/oxygen mixture, 30 min
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washed out with water.
Interesting behavior was detected for the thinner films, when thickness is less
than the period of the structure. In this case we obtain a mixed phase with lying
and standing cylinders (see Figure 5.32). After ozonating in the areas of laying
cylinders one can see that some cylinders were washed out with matrix. But the
areas with standing cylinders are homogeneous.
This can happen if diblock copolymer thin film has the structure illustrated in
figure 5.33. The PS structure layer covers the wafer and structured BP block is on
the top. Then after ozonating and rinsing in water PB block was removed.
In Figure 5.34 the lamellar phase diblock copolymer before and after ozonat-
ing is shown. The ozonating was performed at the same conditions as for previous
samples.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.32: AFM images from the dPS-hPB(15/84) 35 nm thick polymer film; (a) before
ozonating, (b) after ozonating , 4% wt/wt ozone/oxygen mixture, 30 min
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Figure 5.33: Schematic representation of the standing cylinders structure.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.34: AFM images from the dPS-hPB(54/45) 50 nm thick polymer film, 3× 3µm,
the maximum of the color scale is 30 nm (a) before ozonating, (b) after ozonating , 4%
wt/wt ozone/oxygen mixture, 30 min
Chapter 6
Outlook: Further Development of
Topics
As can be seen the topic and results of this work offer interesting aspects for
future research. After removing the polybutadiene block by ozonating and rinsing
in water, the height contrast between removed parts and environment is still low
(from 20 to 30 nm). This problem imposes a limitation on using standard ion
beam etching technique.
In figure 6.1 standard lithography processes are represented, after exposure
and development of negative or positive photoresists (in our case it is annealing
and ozonating of diblock copolymer) one has a choice how to implement the pat-
tern into the thin film of the desired material. There are three methods: ion beam
etching, lift off and electrodeposition. The ion beam etching utilizes the etching
rate difference between materials. The etching rate of hard materials such as Fe
or Co is twice or three times less than the rate of a polymer, which means that the
height of the resulting nanostructures will be twice lower than in the nanotemplate
before etching. If the desired height of the nanostructures should be about 10 nm,
then, probably this method will work. The lift off process is based on the depo-
sition of the desired compound onto the nanotemplate surface and the following
removal of the nanotemplate with a solvent. The deposited material will form the
hat on the upper part of the structure and will fill the space in the bottom. A link
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of lithography processes for (a) positive and (b)
negative resists in conjunction with (a), (b) etching, (c) lift off, and (d) electrodeposition
[14].
between these two parts should be avoided, otherwise it will not be possible to re-
move the polymer afterwads, i.e. it will be covered completely with the deposited
compound. The effective ratio between the thicknesses of the deposited material
and the nanotemplate, which allows to avoid linking, is about 1/3. Electrodepo-
sition is the process of producing a coating, usually metallic, on a surface by the
action of an electric current. The deposition of a metallic coating onto an object
is achieved by putting a negative charge on the object to be coated and immersing
it into a solution which contains a salt of the metal to be deposited. The metallic
ions of the salt carry a positive charge and are thus attracted to the object. When
they reach the negatively charged object (that is to be electroplated), it provides
electrons to reduce the positively charged ions to a metallic form. If there is a
nanotemplate on the top of the film to be plated then the electrodeposition will
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occur only in the regions which are not covered by the polymer. The best method
for fabricating nanostructures of good quality will be the combination of reactive
ion etching and electrodeposition.
In this study we show two approaches for GISAS simulations. The first one
was achieved using a combination of three dimensional resolution function of the
GISAS instrument and two sets of the Bragg peaks positions taking into account
the reflected and transmitted beam. The second approach is a full calculation of
the intensity by the Distorted Wave Born Approximation and instrumental smear-
ing effects, described by the resolution function. To improve both models the
contribution of mosaicity and finite correlations of the nanostructured sample can
be included into the resolution function, as it was shown previously in [56]. The
formalism of smearing effects described in this work uses a Gaussian distribution
of intensity. Most of the investigated structures are randomly oriented with or
without preferred orientation. This randomness complicates models and causes
a lot of integration, which in the case of Gaussian smearing can be done only
numerically. The solution for this problem can be a using of another function
which shape is near the Gaussian’s shape. One can also calculate form factors
from cylindrical and spherical shape and include them into the DWBA models of
the off-specular and specular differential cross-sections.
Appendix A
Resolution Function Parameters
The neutron distribution in the five-dimensional parameter space (x,y,x′,y′,∆λ/λ)
is
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(A.2)
The parameters and coordinate system are defined in section 3.3
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(A.3)
with
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The resolution function is written as
R = R0 exp
(
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)
(A.5)
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Rewriting the parameters so that the dependence on ∆q is extracted gives
β = β1∆qx + β2∆qy + β3∆qz
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The resolution function given as a function of ∆q is
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Resolution function given by A.19 is presented in laboratory coordinate sys-
tem, which is fixed. In order to find intensity smeared by resolution function one
must transform a scattering vector q to a sample coordinate system. this transfor-
mation is made by Euler rotation matrix which is given by
T =


t11 t12 t13
t21 t22 t23
t31 t32 t33

 (A.27)
where
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t11 = cos θ cos φ
t12 = cos θ sin φ
t13 = − sin θ
t21 = sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sin φ
t22 = sinψ sin θ sinφ+ cosψ cosφ
t23 = cos θ sinψ
t31 = cosψ sin θ cos φ+ sinψ sinφ
t32 = cosψ sin θ sin φ− sinψ cos φ
t33 = cos θ cosψ.
(A.28)
where angles ψ, θ and φ are the rotation angles of the coordinate system
around x, y and z axes respectively. New coordinates of the rotated vector are
given by
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After rotation of the lattice vector the resolution function will be given in trans-
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Appendix B
Reflectivity: Optical Approach
In this section we will find Fresnel coefficients in m − th layer of multilayer
structure which consists of N + 1 layers, where m = 0 is air (or vacuum) and
m = N + 1 – substrate. The wave functions for all layers lead to the system of
algebraic equations given by

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(B.1)
Now we consider wave function of one interface, i.e. between m− th and m+ 1
layers. Applying the boundary conditions (values of ψ(z) and dψz/dz on either
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side of the interface are equal) we will receive the next system of equations

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(B.2)
Eq. (B.2) can be expressed by means of a convenient matrix formalism
Pm ·Qm ·
(
Tm
Rm
)
= Pm+1 ·
(
Tm+1
Rm+1
)
(B.3)
where the boundary matrix of layer m is defined by
Pm =
(
1 1
k
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k
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(B.4)
and Qm is given by
Qm =
(
exp(ik
(m)
z dm) 0
0 exp(−ik(m)z dm)
)
(B.5)
Expression (B.3) can be rewritten as(
Tm
Rm
)
= (Qm)
−1 · Pmm+1 ·
(
Tm+1
Rm+1
)
(B.6)
which means that the wavefield on the bottom side of the upper layer m is deter-
mined by the wavefield in the upper part of the layer m+ 1 and
Pmm+1 = (Pm)
−1 · Pm+1 = 1
tm
(
1 rm
rm 1
)
(B.7)
where tm and rm are the amplitudes of refracted and reflected waves in the layerm
respectively. The boundary condition (B.6) couple the wavefields of two adjacent
layers m,m + 1 at interface m (at z = zm). The amplitudes between the lower
interface m+1 and the upper interface m are coupled by the phase relation, since
transmitted and reflected parts of the wavefield are plane waves. The boundary
and propagation matrices allow us to describe the Fresnel coefficients of the m-
th layer and reflectivity from a multilayer by means of a very convenient matrix
formalism (see (B.3)). The multiplicity of (Qm)−1 and Pmm+1 gives us the matrix
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which couples the wave fields of the layer m and the underlying layer m+ 1 near
the m − th interface. Afterwards, the vacuum (index v) and the substrate (index
s) wavefields are connected by the transfer matrix of the whole multilayer M(
T v
Rv
)
=M ·
(
T s
Rs
)
(B.8)
M =
N∏
0
((Qm)
−1Pmm+1) ≡
(
M11 M12
M21 M22
)
(B.9)
where the product goes over all interfaces. The substrate has infinite thickness,
therefore its reflectivity amplitudeRs is zero and its propagation matrix is defined
to be unity. Finally, the reflectivity amplitude of the whole multilayer is
R = Rv =
M21
M11
(B.10)
In the case of multilayer structure with roughness the layer thickness is not a
constant anymore and is given as dm = didm±Um, where Um is a displacement and
didm is a thickness of idela layer without roughness. In this case the propagation
matrix is represented by
Uˆm−1(−k(m)z )QmUˆm(k(m)z ) (B.11)
where Uˆm is the displacement matrix and is given by
Uˆm(k
(m)
z ) =
(
exp(−ik(m)z Um) 0
0 exp(−ik(m)z Um)
)
(B.12)
Further, we regroup matrices in the sequence (B.9) so that the displacement ma-
trices Uˆm of the same interface m are associated together with the corresponding
boundary matrix Pmm+1. After reordering, the boundary matrix describing the
transition through the rough interface m become random
Pmm+1(r||) ≡ Uˆm(kz(m), r||)Pmm+1(r||)Uˆm(−kz(m+1), r||) = 1
tidm
×
×
(
e−i(kz
(m)−kz
(m+1))Um(r||) ridme
−i(kz
(m)+kz
(m+1))Um(r||)
ridme
−i(−kz(m+1)−kz(m))Um(r||) e−i(kz
(m+1)−kz(m))Um(r||)
) (B.13)
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Averaging the transfer matrix of the whole multilayer then separates to the aver-
aging of the boundary matrices
〈M(r||)〉 =
N∏
0
(Qm〈Pmm+1(r||)〉) (B.14)
The statistical averaging of the boundary matrices is straightforward and it ex-
presses them by the characteristic function of the probability distribution
〈Pmm+1(r||)〉 = 1
tidm
×
×
(
χUm(k
(m)
z − k(m+1)z ) ridmχUm(k(m)z + k(m+1)z )
ridmχUm(−k(m)z − k(m+1)z ) χUm(k(m+1)z − k(m)z )
) (B.15)
The boundary matrix is symmetric to the usual case of symmetric Fresnel trans-
forms of the distribution functions and the averaged boundary matrix is given by
the form analogous to the case of flat interface (B.7), where the Fresnel coeffi-
cients corrected to the roughness are given by well known relations [51]
rm = r
id
me
−2kz
(m)kz
(m+1)σ2m (B.16)
tm = t
id
me
(kz(m)−kz(m))2σ2m/2 (B.17)
In the case of x-ray the vertical components of the wave vectors are nearly the
same in all layers, so the transmitted wave amplitude is not strongly influenced by
the roughness. However, the reflectivity coefficient is diminished exponentially.
Appendix C
List of Frequently Used Symbols
and Abbreviations
• GMR – giant magnetoresistance
• CPP-GMR – current perpendicular to plane giant magnetoresistance
• CPP-GMR – current in plane giant magnetoresistance
• MRAM – magnetic random access memory
• SANS – small angle neutron scattering
• SAXS – small angle X-ray scattering
• SAS – small angle scattering
• GISANS – grazing incidence small angle neutron scattering
• GISAXS – grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering
• GISAS – grazing incidence small angle scattering
• AFM – atomic force microscope
• (d)PS – (deuterated) polystyrene
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• PI – polyisoprene
• PB – polybutadiene
• BA – Born approximation
• DWBA – distorted wave Born approximation
• αi – incident wave angle
• αf – scattered wave angle
• ψi – incident wave function
• ψf – forthcoming wave function
• k0 – length of a wave vector in vacuum
• λ – radiation wavelength
• ki – incident wave vector
• kf – forthcoming wave vector
• 〈q〉 – nominal scattering vector
• q – scattering vector
• R(〈q〉) – resolution function of the beam
• T (m), R(m); – transmission and reflection coefficients in layer m
• f – frequency in power spectral density graphs
• σm – roughness of interface m
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